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4.14 TOLL DIRECTION
4.14.1 General
1

Toll routes have unique features which place new and
additional requirements on the road traffic signs provided
for drivers. In particular, the display of information
relating to the payment of toll charges and to alternative
routes, places an additional load on drivers' attention levels
(see Subsections 4.14.4 and 4.14.5).

2

The fundamental principle adopted for the guidance signing
of toll routes is one of minimum variation to standard
signs, but with a clear indication on the signs, that the route
is a toll route. This is achieved by the addition of bold
symbols to the standard signs. In most instances this is
done with no effect on sign size. The greatest effect on
specific sign types occurs with stack-type signs. These
are used on the crossroad approaches to a toll route and
the stack- type arrows may be modified to carry a symbol.
As a result of this the arrows are larger than standard and
this affects the area of the whole stack.

3 The signing of toll routes is achieved using both LOCATION
and DIRECTION (mainly FREEWAY DIRECTION)
guidance signs, and INFORMATION signs. Toll route
LOCATION signs are considered in Section 4.6 and
INFORMATION signs are dealt with in Chapter 5. This section
provides details of the specific DIRECTIONI FREEWAY
DIRECTION sign types most commonly used on toll routes.
Since each of the sign types is already dealt with in
another section of this chapter, the details given here are
limited to aspects pertaining to their toll function.
Individual sign numbers are not modified in any way
as a result of their toll function. The majority of the sign
examples used relate to a single interchange. This has been
done to illustrate the message correlation between the
different sign types. The signs use real place names and
route numbers, but again for convenience of the clarity of the
examples, they do not relate truly to a specific
interchange. For more in-depth information on the
application of toll signing see Volume 2, Chapter 6: Toll Route
Signing. For dimensional details of arrows, symbols and
signs refer to Volume 4, Chapter 15: Toll Direction Signs.
4

The policy and principles given in this Section represent
basic details which should be borne in mind in the
planning phase of a new toll route and adhered to
whenever possible. These principles are subject to further
development at a detail level with the objective of
presenting the driving public with co-ordinated and uniform
signing of toll routes. The signing of some sections of toll
routes can become extremely complex as a result of such
factors as:
(a) the intersecting of two toll routes under the control of
different operators;
(b) the siting of toll plazas within interchanges where major,
and/or complex, changes of direction occur.

5

the level of pre-trip planning likely to be undertaken, and
the ease with which an alternative route may be indicated
on signs. Rural trips are liable to be, and certainly should
be, planned in some detail, whereas in an urban
environment a far larger percentage of trips are likely to
be unplanned. In addition, the indication of an alternative
route to the toll route presents differing signing problems
in rural and urban areas.
6

In rural situations, to date, an alternative route has
commonly been available more or less parallel to the
tolled route and the indication on road signs is relatively
straight forward. In some case, however, such a route
may not exist and the normal solution to this problem
involves permitting motorists to use a section of the tolled
route free of charge (gratis travel) until they are able to
join the alternative route, although the free section of
route is still maintained by the toll operator.

7

This form of toll operation in which a certain amount of
free travel is possible is termed an “Open System” and is
more appropriate when traffic volumes do not warrant a
“Closed System”. To date the system used on South
African toll routes is the “Open System”. The signing of an
“Open System” presents the additional problem of having
to indicate which sections of a route operated by a toll
operator (and therefore by definition a “Toll Route”) are
subject to the mandatory payment of a fee, and which are
not.

8

The problem of indicating alternative routes in
metropolitan areas may be significantly more difficult that
in a rural situation. In many cases more than one route
may be available. Conversely if an alternative route is not
available, it may be much more difficult to arrange a gratis
section of toll route due to interchange positioning, or the
potential loss of revenue such a section may generate. It
is therefore important that this aspect be fully investigated
at the concept planning stage of a new toll route (see
Subsection 4.14.3).

9

It may also be quite difficult to accommodate the full range
of additional signs in the often confined space available in
metropolitan road reserves.

10 Guidance signs on toll routes shall achieve the same
basic guidance requirements fulfilled by guidance signs
anywhere else in the road network. The back- ground
colour shall conform to the colour code appropriate to
the class of road on which the signs appear. Toll routes
may involve contiguous sections of Class A1 and Class A2
freeway.

This type of complexity will not be covered in this
Section. Additional information is provided in Volume 2,
Chapter 6.

11 In addition the guidance signs shall still provide
adequate orientation and they shall conform to the basic
principles
of
conspicuity, legibility,
conformity,
accuracy, uniformity, consistency and continuity (see
Section 4.1).

The greatest lengths of toll route can be classed as rural,
but increasing lengths are likely to occur in future in
metropolitan or urban environs. The characteristics of
trips undertaken in rural and urban systems differ in
significant ways. Principle among these differences are

12 The limitations on information display in terms of
road geometry, letter sizes and readi ng time
availabl e shall also be taken into account when
designing guidance signs for toll routes (see
Section 4.4).
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4.14.2

Terminology

1

The terms described in this Subsection are also given in
Chapter 10: Glossary of Terms, along with many other
more general terms. The terms given here tend to be
unique to toll route signing principles.

2

The following terms are used in subsequent Subsections:
(a) Alternative Route - shall serve the
same
destinations as the toll route and shall be
accessible to road users; it shall commence at or
near the beginning and terminate at or near the end of
the toll route;
(b) Turn-off to Alternative Route (TTA) - specifically
chosen points signed with directions to the
alternative route;
(c) Gratis Section – a section of toll route
which can be travelled on without payment;
(d) Point of Entry (POE) - point.at which a driver
enters a toll route; this may be at one of the
following:
(i) as a continuation of an un-tolled route;
(ii) via an intersection, access interchange or
systems interchange and will involve a positive
change of direction (when entering at a
systems interchange the POE is taken to be the
commencement of the turning roadway or
freeway off-ramp nose);
(e) Point of Commitment (POC) - is the point on the
roadway beyond which a driver shall have to pay
toll; the POC should always immediately follow
a point at which a Turn-off to an Alternative
Route (TTA) is available;
(f) Mainline Plaza - is a plaza which straddles all lanes
of the route and at which toll is paid by all drivers in
one of a number of different ways;
(g) Ramp Plaza - is a plaza located only on the offramp and/or on-ramp at an interchange and at which
toll is paid by drivers leaving or entering the toll route,
in one of a number of different ways (a Plaza may
comprise Mainline and Ramp components);
(h) Automatic Toll - the toll charge is collected by an
automatic device which does not give change,
therefore the correct change shall be tendered;
Automatic Toll can be collected in a number of
ways:
(i) by coin only;
(ii) by Credit card or Debit card;
(iii) in future an Automatic Toll charge may be
collected by automatic debiting if vehicle identifiers
are used - in this system the vehicle is
recognised in motion and the owner invoiced
automatically;
(i) Pay Toll Sign - is a regulatory sign R132 beyond
which it becomes mandatory for drivers to pay the
prescribed toll charge.

14.4.3
1

Basic Principles

The potential complexity of a toll route system is
illustrated in Figure 4.101. This figure shows the
different elements making up the system. The basic
principles used in order to provide drivers with the
information required, are derived from the need to
identify these elements to drivers.
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2

Before considering the signs themselves it is necessary
to determine what guidance is required in addition to
that normally given for a road of the class being tolled. A
driver would ideally like to know the following:
(a) the tariff at each plaza on his route;
(b) the acceptable methods of payment;
(c) the distances by the toll route and the alternative
route;
(d) directional guidance to the alternative route.
It is considered impractical to provide all this information
at every approach to a point of entry, particularly in
urban areas.

3

The information to be provided is therefore rationalised as
follows:
(a) a driver entering a toll route can expect to pay toll at
some point, and undertakes to do so;
(b) toll routes are along Primary routes, therefore the
information given is directed primarily at long
distance travellers (travelling to Primary or
Secondary route
familiar orientation points
involving a trip in the region of 100 km or more - see
Chapter 8);
(c) direction information shall take priority over toll
payment information in terms of the overall l imits
applicable to a driver's ability to digest information.

4

The indication of a toll route is given by the placing of
TOLL ROUTE symbolGDS-9 after the appropriate route
number. As a contrast, when an alternative route has to
be indicated, the ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol
GDS-10 is also used on the same sign face. Symbol
GDS-10 is similarly placed after the route number of
the intersecting cross road.

5

Because a toll route may be divided into gratis and
"pay" sections it becomes necessary for this to be
evident from the basic signs rather than through additional
worded messages. The Point of Commitment (POC) is
therefore indicated by the incorporation of the PAY TOLL
regulatory sign R132 into the arrow(s) of signs in the
relevant positions.

6

The basic identification of the most important features of
the toll route on the direction signs is thus achieved with a
minimum increase in sign area, or none at all. The
minimum recommended level of guidance signing for toll
routes includes, in addition to the standard direction
signs, a TARIFF BOARD information sign IN24 or
IN25.

7

The MINIMUM additional information recommended to be
added to the standard guidance signs on the approach
to an exit on a toll route should therefore involve:
(a) the use of symbol GDS-9 at Points of Entry (POE);
(b) the use of PAY TOLL sign R132 at Points of Commitment (POC);
(c) identification of Turn-Offs to Alternative Routes (TTA's)
using symbol GDS-10;
(d) TARRIFBOARD signs displaying either the maximum
toll payable at a particular toll plaza for each class of
vehicle, OR the maximum total toll payable at a
sequence of toll plazas in order to reach a specific
destination for each class of vehicle, in advance of any
TTA and if possible ant POC (this will often be difficult
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on crossroad approaches to a POC).
8

It is strongly recommended that in addition to this
minimum level of toll information, a CONFIRMATION
sign GA7 be provided which shows the distances to a
common familiar destination via the toll route and via
the alternative route.

1

9 In practice a significant number of additional signs
covering a wide range of information are commonly
found to be necessary. A selection of these i s dealt
with in Subsection 4.14.7.

4.14.4

Payment Information

1 Payment information is provided by a number of sign
types to satisfy a number of different requirements as
indicated in the following paragraphs.
2

3

How much to pay? - sign information indicates how
much shall be paid by class of vehicle (this may be
related to the number or mass of axles on the vehicle)
- this amount may be different for Mainline and Ramp
Plazas and may need to cover payment at more than
one Plaza on a route(i.e. indicate the total for the
route).
Where to pay? - traffic may be segregated by class or
by intended route beyond a plaza, or for Automatic Toll
collection.

4

How to pay? - in cash with a requirement to receive
change, by Credit or Debit card, by correct cash in
coins at an Automatic Toil Machine or by automatic
vehicle identification and invoicing;

5

What is being paid for? - drivers often want to
know what they are getting for the toll charge - this
information may be given on a CONFIRMATION sign
GA7 from which the difference in distance to a familiar
destination via the toll route and the alternative route
may be determined - signs may be used to identify the
start and end of the section of a route controlled by the
toll operator (different operators may control
contiguous sections of a route).

4.14.5

Typical Signs and Sequences

Basic toll sign sequences are illustrated in Figures
4.102 and 4.103. Figure 4.102 shows the minimum
sign display on the freeway approach to an access
interchange. The alternative ADVANCE EXIT
DIRECTION sign GA2 to be used if this exit is at a
Point of Commitment is indicated. Such a sign
sequence could be provided at any access
interchange on a toll route. On the approach to the
first interchange after the start of a toll route the
minimum sign sequence should start approximately
2 km from the exit point and should include the
following signs in addition to those indicated in Figure
4.102:
(a) a PRE-ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION sign GA1;
(b) a CONFIRMATION sign GA7;
(c) a TARIFF BOARD sign (or signs).
This extended sign sequence should also be provided
in advance of a Turn-off to an Alternative Route or a
Point of Commitment.

2

Figure 4.103 shows a typical minimum display on a
crossroad approach to a Point of Entry to a freeway toll
route which is also a Point of Commitment for one
direction of entry to the toll route.

3

Similar sign sequences with additional optional signs
will be required in a number of other typical situations
on a toll route. The positions where such sequences
are likely are indicated in Figure 4.101. Approaches to
toll plazas and systems interchanges in particular will
require a significant number of additional signs.

4

As has been indicated in Subsection 4.14.5 the
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10 may be used
outside the immediate environs of a toll route. In a
similar way the Toll Route symbol GDS-9 can be
incorporated into a TRAILBLAZER sign, or "insert"
panel on a DIRECTION sign, used some distance from
the toll route, to direct drivers towards the toll route.
The application of the symbol is the same on a
TRAILBLAZER
display as
on
a
FREEWAY
DIRECTION or DIRECTION sign, in that the symbol
shall be displayed after the route number.

Alternative Routes

1

The manner in which an exit to an Alternative Route
should be signed on the freeway has been covered in
paragraph 4.14.3.4.

5

The shape, size and colours of toll route guidance signs
shall be as for standard appropriate sign types as used
on a non-tolled route.

2

There is an inherent obligation, however, that having
signed an alternative route, drivers who take this route
shall be able to navigate their way towards their
intended destination. An Alternative Route may
involve a number of changes in direction, particularly
in urban areas. An indication of these changes may be
given on direction signs by the incorporation of the
ALTERNA- TIVE ROUTE symbolGDS-10.This may
not always be possible, however, and the Alternative
Route may be identified by using one or more of the
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE MARKER signs GE16 to
supplement
the existing direction signs (see
Subsection 4.6.14).

6

Due to the frequency of access common on nonfreeway routes it is likely that toll charges will only be
applied to limited access freeway routes for the
foreseeable future. The toll route direction signs
described from Subsection 4.14.8 are all groundmounted freeway direction signs appropriate to access
interchanges on freeways. The need to include specific
toll route information on overhead direction signs,
including
those
used
at
complex
systems
interchanges is very likely. A limited number of
examples of signs of similar function are included for
information, although their sign numbers are different
from those being described in the Subsection.

3

It is undesirable that the environment be cluttered
unnecessarily by road signs. It is therefore
recommended that the Alternative Route be
identified only up to the point where the familiar
destination, which would have been reached if the
driver had stayed on the toll route, appears on
existing direction signs on the Alternative Route.

7

It is recommended that all guidance signs on a toll route
should be fully retroreflective.

8

Tourism facilities such as laybys or rest and service
areas may be provided within tolled sections of a route.
These should be signed in a conventional manner.
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Ramp Plazas

Fig. 4.101

Elements of a Toll Route
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NOTES:
(1) This figure illustrates a number of situations which may
well occur in an "Open Section" toll system. The variety
shown here is unlikely to occur within such a short
length of toll route, but is certainly possible.

(5) Point "C" shows an interchange with no plazas but
entering traffic travelling north will be subject to toll so it
includes a POC on the main freeway and at the
northbound on-ramp.

(2) Points "F" indicate the start (Point of Entry - POE) and
end of a toll route for which a toll operator is responsible.

(6) Point "D" shows a similar interchange with Ramp Toll
Plazas. Note that sections of the toll route may still be free
or gratis when the toll is levied only on the ramps.

(3) Point "A" shows a Turn-off To an Alternative Route
(TTA) and a Point of Commitment (POC) whereas
Point "E" involves a TIA but not a POC.
(4) All movements on the toll route at Point "B" and all but
one of the entering movements are subject to toll. (The
movement from east to north is not subject to toll).

Fig. 4.101
MAY 2012

(7) Point "E" shows that Alternative Route re-joining the toll
route with gratis travel available in both directions.
(8) The term "Beyond the Toll Plaza" is used to refer to
sections of toll route on which, in addition to the "Committed" sections, travel is paid for at a Toll Plaza. Such
sections may also be gratis sections for traffic using the
system for shorter distances.

Elements of a Toll Route
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4.14.7
1

Additional Toll Signs

For full details of further unique signs not covered in this
section, which have been used on toll routes in
addition to the basic signs illustrated in Figures 4.102
and 4.103, refer to Volume 2, Chapter 6: Toll Route
Signing. The following sign types together with a wide
selection of examples of sign types covered in following
subsections are illustrated in Volume 2, Chapter 6:
(a) TOLL ROUTE NAME LOCATION sign GL7.2 (see
Subsection 4.5.10);
(b) TARIFF BOARD information signs IN24 and IN25
showing the total toll required to be paid before
reaching the indicated Primary familiar destination;
(c) AUTOMATIC TOLL information sign IN27 including a
standard "Autotol" symbol (which may be amended
by the omission of the motor car symbol when the
automatic toll is applicable to allclasses of vehicle);
(d) END OF TOLL ROUTE LOCATION sign GL7.3.

2

Regulatory PAY TOLL sign R132 is commonly
displayed in combination with SPEED LIMIT signs R201
in a "countdown" manner on the approach to a toll plaza.
Speed limit values of 100 km/h, 80 km/h and 60 km/h are
recommended. The display of PAY TOLL sign R132 may
be made on a HIGH VISIBILITY background to increase the
conspicuity of these signs and a SUPPLEMENTARY
PLATE sign I N11.3 indicating the distance to the plaza
may also be displayed.
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4.14.7

NOTES:
(1) This sign sequence is the basic MINIMUM used on a
Class A1 freeway exit on a toll route. ALTERNATIVE
ROUTE symbol GDS-10 shall only be used if the exit
serves the Alternative Route. TOLL ROUTE symbol
GDS-9 shall appear on all GA1 or GA2 signs on a toll
route in conjunction with the route number of the toll
route.

ment (POC) whereas ALT2 includes a regulatory PAY
TOLL sign R132 over the MAP-TYPE arrow to indicate
that the junction is a POC. (At a systems interchange
this indication could often be required on the exit arm
of the arrow).
(3)

In advance of a POC this sequence should be
preceded by additional signs (see Subsection 4.14.6).

(2) ALT1 refers if the exit is NOT also a Point of Commit-

Fig. 4.102 Typical Sign Sequence on a Class A1 Freeway Exit Toll Route
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4.14.8

NOTES:
(1) This sign sequence represents a cross road approach to
a freeway interchange where a turn to the left is at a
Point of Commitment (POC) and a turn to the right,
which, although onto a toll route, will not incur a toll
charge (without an option to exit to an Alternative
Route).
(2) Different toll operators may levy toll charges according
to different principles. The TARIFFBOARD signs shall

Fig. 4.103
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reflect these differences accurately so that drivers
act in the required manner at each toll plaza. The
example shown is of the type used by the South
African Department of Transport.
(3) Sign GB1 should be located further from the near side
on-ramp than indicated in Figure 4.58 to allow sufficient
reading and reaction time for all signs.

Typical Sign Sequence on a Cross Road Approach –Toll Route
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4.14.9
TOLL PRE-ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & arrow:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
R132:
Background:
Interchange (EXIT)
number

GA1 or GC1
White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
White on blue
Blue or green
retroreflective
Black semimatt

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.1

4.14.8 Toll Pre-Advance Exit Direction
1

2

TOLL PRE-ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION signs are
specific applications of sign types GA1 and GC1 which
may be used to give early guidance of a high speed
exit at an access interchange or at an interchange
between two freeway systems ahead when one or
both routes ahead are toll routes. Sign GA1 is a
ground-mounted sign and GC1 an overhead sign. Both
signs utilize the same signface layout. A GA1/GC1 sign is
recommended in advance of a systems interchange but is
optional in advance of an access interchange.

3

Subject to the criteria for the provision of GA1/GC1
signs given above, and in Subsection 4.9.10, the sign
type is also recommended as an additional sign in
advance of the exit to an ALTERNATIVE ROUTE to the
TOLL ROUTE.

4

TOLL ROUTE symbol GDS-9 should be displayed in the
straight on route number group above the MAP·TYPE
arrow. ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10 should be
displayed with the route number of the crossroad at the
exit ahead, when this is the exit to the alternative route. If
the junction ahead is a systems interchange the same
rules are applicable although the "exit" is to another
freeway system.

TOLL PRE-ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION signs shall be
designed and used in the same manner as described for PRE-ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION signs
GA1/GC1 in Subsection 4.9.10.

TOLL ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION
COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & arrow:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
R132:
Background:
Interchange (EXIT}
number:

4.14.9
1

GA2
GA2
White retroreflective
While retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
White on blue
Blue on green
retroreflective
Black semi-matt

Toll Advance Exit Direction

TOLL ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION signs are specific
applications of sign type GA2 which may be used to
give advance guidance of a high speed exit at a
Class A1 or Class A2 freeway access interchange
when one or both routes ahead are toll routes. Toll
sign GA2 is the first sign in a standard toll freeway
direction sign sequence as shown in Figure 4.102.

2

TOLL ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION sign shall be
designed and used in the same manner as described for
ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION sign GA2 in Subsection
4.9.11. Any of the example variations of sign GA2 in
Subsection 4.9.11 may be used in a toll application.

3

TOLL ROUTE symbol GDS-9 should be displayed in the
straight on route number group above the MAP-TYPE
arrow. ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbolGDS-10 should

MAY 2012

For
dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.2

be displayed with the route number of the crossroad at
the exit ahead, when this is the exit to the alternative
route.
4

Figure 4.104 shows three other representative examples
of toll advance exit signs.Detail4.104.1 shows the
inclusion of mandatory PAY TOLL sign R132 in the
MAP-TYPE arrow to indicate a Point of Commitment
ahead. Detail 4.104.2 gives an urban example with
Points of Commitment in both the straight on and exit
directions (such a situation should be preceded by an exit
to an alternative route). Detail 4.104.3 shows a typical
overhead
SUPPLEMENTARY
ADVANCE
EXIT
DIRECTION sign GC4U used as a toll route sign. This
example shows that a toll plaza is positioned on the exit
roadway before the N17 freeway is reached.
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4.14.10

Detail 4.104.1 GA2
Detail 4.104.2 GA2 - urban

Detail 4.104.3 Overhead GC3U Sign

Examples of Toll Advance Exit Direction Signs

Fig. 4.104

TOLL SUPPLEMENTARY EXIT DIRECTION
For dimensions
refer Vol. 4

GA2J3

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & arrow:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
Background:

page
15.2.3

Interchange (EXI1J
number.

4.14.10
1

2

White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
Blue on green
retroreflective
Black semi-matt

Toll Supplementary Exit Direction

TOLL SUPPLEMENTARY EXIT DIRECTION sign is a
specific application of sign type GA2/3 which may be
used to offer additional advance guidance of a high
speed exit at a Class A1 or Class A2 freeway access
interchange when one or both routes ahead are toll
routes.
TOLL SUPPLEMENTARY EXIT DIRECTION sign, is

GUIDANCE

an optional sign, which shall be 9esigned and used in the
same manner as described for SUPPLEMENTARY EXIT
DIRECTION sign GA2/3 in Subsection 4.9.12.
3

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10 should be
displayed with the route number of the crossroad at the exit
ahead when this is the exit to the alternative route (see
Figure 4.102).
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TOLL EXIT DIRECTION
COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & arrow:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
Background:

GA3
White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
Blue on green
retroreflective

Interchange (EXIT)
number:

4.14.11
1

Black semi-matt

Toll Exit Direction

TOLL EXIT DIRECTION sign is a specific application of
sign type GA3 which may be used to i ndicate the start
of the off-ramp exit taper at a Class A1 or Class A2
freeway access interchange to guide drivers who
wish to exit the toll route. A GA3 is the second sign in
a standard toll freeway direction sign sequence as shown
in Figure 4.102.

2

TOLL EXIT DIRECTION sign shall be designed and
used in the same manner as described for EXIT
DIRECTION sign GA3 in Subsection 4.9.13.

3

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.4

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10 should be
displayed with the route number of the crossroad at the

exit ahead when this is the exit to the alternative route
(see Figure 4.102).
4

Figure 4.105 shows two other representative examples of
toll exit direction signs. Detail 4.105.1 gives an illustration
of the inclusion of mandatory PAY TOLL sign R132 in
STACK-TYPE 2 arrow on sign GA3. This application is
appropriate when the off-ramp concerned is provided with a
ramp toll plaza. Detail 4.105.2 shows a typical overhead
sign treatment on a major freeway. Sign GC4U indicates
the exit information whilst sign GC6U shows a Point of
Commitment leading to a main line toll plaza.

Detail 4.105.1 GA2

Detail 4.105.2 GC4U + GC6U Overhead

Fig.4.105
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Examples of Toll Exit Direction Signs
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4.14.12
TOLL ADVANCE O F F - RAMP TERMINAL
GA5

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & arrow:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
Background:
Chevron:

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.5

4.14.12
1

White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
Green retroreflective
Red on white
retroreflective

Toll Advance Off- Ramp
Terminal Direction

TOLL ADVANCE OFF-RAMP TERMINAL DIRECTION
sign is a specific application of sign type GA5 which
may be used to give advance orientations/
guidance to drivers on Class A1 and A2 freeway
access interchanges off-ramps related to their lane
selection in order to turn towards destinations
displayed at the ramp terminal (one of which in

the example is an alternative route to the toll
route).
2

TOLL ADVANCE OFF-RAMP TERMINAL DIRECTION
sign shall be designed and used in the same manner
as described for ADVANCE OFF-RAMP TERMINAL
DIRECTION sign GA5 in Subsection 4.9.15.

TOLL OFF - RAMP TERMINAL
COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & arrow:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
Background:
Chevron:

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.6

4.14.13
1

White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
Green retroreflective
Red on white
retroreflective

Toll Off-Ramp Terminal
Direction

TOLL OFF-RAMP TERMINAL DIRECTION sign is a
specific application of sign type GA6 which may be
used to give orientational guidance to drivers at ramp
terminals of Class A1 and Class A2 freeway access
interchanges. The use of ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
symbolGDS-10 with the crossroad route number in the

GUIDANCE

lower stack orients drivers towards the ALTERNATIVE
ROUTE.
2

TOLL OFF-RAMP TERMINAL DIRECTION sign shall be
designed and used in the same manner as described
for OFF-RAMP TERMINAL DIRECTION sign GA6 in
Subsection 4.9.16.

SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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TOLL CONFIRMATION
COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & Legend:
Route Numbers:
Symbol:
Background:

GA7A
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
Blue or green
retroreflective

GA7P

4.14.14
1

GA7R

Toll Confirmation

TOLL CONFIRMATION signs are specific applications of
sign type GA7 which may be used to give reassurance
or confirmations/ guidance to drivers that they
are travelling on the numbered Class A1 or Class
A2 freeway towards the destinations indicated.

2

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.7
to
15.2.9

(c) TOLL PLAZA AHEAD CONFIRMATION sign GA7P
- indicates the distance to the named toll plaza
ahead.
3

Sign GA7A is displayed ahead of an alternative route exit
from the toll route to assist drivers in their decision making
regarding which route they want to take. The sign should
be located on the same section of route as a TOLL
TARIFF information sign IN24 or IN25 so that the two
items of information may be used jointly.

4

Conventional CONFIRMATION signs GA7 may be used
in the normal manner within a toll route to give normal
progress information towards the named familiar
destination.

Three types of TOLL CONFIRMATION signs are
commonly used on toll routes. Their specific
descriptions and functions are as follows:
(a) ALTERNATIVE ROUTE CONFIRMATION sign
GA7A indicates the distance to the next Primary
route familiar destination by the toll route AND by an
alternative route;
(b) TOLL ROUTE AHEAD CONFIRMATION sign GA7R
-indicates the distance to the start of a toll route;

TOLL PLAZA SEQUENCE
COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & Legend:
Symbols:
Background:
Route Name/

Plaza Numbers:

4.14.15

GA8P
White retroreflective
Black. and Black on
Yellow
Green or Blue
retroreflective

Black semi-matt

Toll Plaza Sequence

1

TOLL PLAZA SEQUENCE sign GASP is a specific
variation of sign type GAS which may be used to
provide guidance to drivers, well in advance, of
the positions of the next two toll plazas on the toll
route ahead.

2

TOLL PLAZA SEQUENCE sign GASP, is an optional
sign, which shall be designed in a similar manner to
EXIT SEQUENCE sign GAS, as described in Subsection
4.9.18.

MAY 2012

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.10

3

Sign GASP should display the name of the toll route in the
top panel in a similar way to the display of the place name
on a standard GAS sign. The TOLL ROUTE symbol
GDS-9 and LOCATION symbol FREEWAY NAME
(Class A1) GLS-4 or (Class A2) GLS-5 may be displayed
in the top panel with the route name. The next two plazas
are identified by name and are allocated the equivalent of
an INTERCHANGE NUMBER in addition to the distance to
the plaza. The allocation of a number allows drivers to
locate the plazas in relation to numbered interchanges.

SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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TOLL DIRECTION

4.14.14
TOLL CROSSROAD ADVANCE DIRECTION
GB1

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.11

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & arrows:
Legend:
Route Numbers:
Symbol:
R132:
Background:

White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
White on blue
Green or green
and blue
retroreflective

4.14.16 Toll Crossroad Advance Direction
1

TOLL CROSS-ROAD ADVANCE DIRECTION sign is a
specific application of sign type GB1 which may be used
to give advance guidance to drivers that an
intersecting freeway lies ahead and to indicate that
it is a toll route. In addition if a turn in one or other
direction is a Point of Commitment this is identified by the
display of mandatory PAY TOLL sign R132 in the
STACK-TYPE arrow for a left turn. If the right turn is a
Point of Commitment the R132 sign should be located in
line with and after the destination name and NOT in the
straight-on STACK-TYPE arrow, since it also gives
direction towards a destination on the crossroad beyond
the freeway.

2

TOLL CROSS-ROAD ADVANCE DIRECTION sign shall
be designed and used in a similar manner as is
described for CROSS-ROAD ADVANCE DIRECTION
sign GB1 in Subsection 4.9.22.

3

Toll sign GB1 may need to be located further from the onramp turn point than a standard GB1 sign to allow space
for a toll tariff board prior to entry to the on-ramp.

4

If the crossroad is at an interchange within the toll route
symbol GDS-9 will appear in both right and left direction
stacks on sign GB1. However, if the sign is at an
interchange at the beginning of the toll route the symbol will
only appear in the one stack.

TOLL NEAR-SIDE ON-RAMP DIRECTION

4.14.17
1

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & arrow:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
R132:
Background:

GB2

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.12

White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
White on blue
Blue or green
retroreflective

Toll Near-Side On-Ramp
Terminal Direction

TOLL NEAR-SIDE ON-RAMP DIRECTION sign is a
specific application of sign type GB2 which may be
used to indicate to drivers the position of the
near-side
on-ramp at
a freeway
ACCESS
INTERCHANGE and to indicate that it is a toll route.
In addition if the turn is a Point of Commitment this is
identified by the display of

GUIDANCE

mandatory PAY TOLL sign R132 in the STACK-TYPE
arrow.
2

TOLL NEAR-SIDE ON-RAMP DIRECTION sign shall be
designed and used in the same manner as described
for NEAR-SIDE ON-RAMP DIRECTION sign GB2 in
Subsection 4.9.23.
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TOLL NEAR I FAR SIDE ON- RAMP ADVANCE DIRECTION I TARIFF
GB3+1N24/IN25

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border and arrow:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
R132:
Background:
IN24/IN25:

White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
White on blue
Blue or green

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.13
and
9.2.22
9.223

Black semi-matt
(See Chapter 9)

4.1.18 Toll Near / Far Side On- Ramp
Advance Direction / Tariff
1

2

TOLL NEAR/FAR SIDE ADVANCE DIRECTION sign
GB3 combined with TOLL TARIFF sign IN24 or IN25
may be used to give additional advance guidance to
drivers that an Intersecting freeway lies ahead
and to indicate that it is a toll route, and that the
Point of Entry is also a Point of Commitment to
pay the indicated tariffs at the next toll plaza. The
use of sign GB3 in this way is a specific application of
standard sign type GB3.The standard sign GB3 is
normally only used in advance of the far-side on-ramp,
but in this instance, because its use is associated with
an indication of toll tariffs, it may be used in advance of
both on-ramps. It is very likely that the actual tariffs will
be different in each direction.
TOLL NEAR/FAR SIDE ADVANCE DIRECTION sign
shall be designed in a similar manner as is described for
FAR SIDE ON-RAMP ADVANCE DIRECTION sign GB3

MAY 2012

in Subsection 4.9.24. It shall be used with signs IN24 or
IN25 as appropriate.
3

The GB3 + IN24 sign combination should be located at
approximately two thirds of the distance from the near-side
on-ramp that sign GB1 is located (the GB1 sign having
been moved a greater distance from the on-ramp than
standard to accommodate the GB1 + IN24 sign - see
Subsection 4.14.16). Due to space limitations the GB3
sign combination for the far-side on-ramp may need to be
with the reduced size IN25 sign (see Volume 4, Chapter 9
for size details).

4

Since the combination with a TOLL TARIFF sign IN24 or
IN25 means that the turn is a Point of Commitment the
GB3, sign should include both symbol GDS-9 and sign
R132. The latter is incorporated into the STACK-TYPE
arrow.
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4.14.16

TOLL DIRECTION

TOLL FAR-SIDE ON-RAMP I STRAIGHT ON DIRECTION

4.14.19
1

COLOURS:
PERMAN£NT
Border & arrows:
Legend:
Route Number:
Symbol:
R132:
Background:

GB4

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
15.2.14

White retroreflective
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
White on blue
Blue on/or green
retroreflective

Toll Far-Side On Ramp/Straight
On Direction

TOLL
FAR-SIDE
ON-RAMP/STRAIGHT
ON
DIRECTION sign is a specific application of sign type
GB4 which may be used to indicate to drivers the
position of the far-side on-ramp at a freeway
ACCESS INTERCHANGE and to indicate that it is a
toll route. In addition if the turn is a Point of
Commitment this is identified by the display of mandatory
PAY TOLL sign R132 in the STACK-TYPE arrow.

2

TOLL FAR-SIDE ON-RAMP/STRAIGHT ON DIRECTION
sign shall be designed and used in the same manner
as described for FAR-SIDE ON RAMP/STRAIGHTON DIRECTION sign GB4 in Subsection 4.9.25.The
sign may be a single stack sign or it may include a stack
for a straight on direction on the crossroad.

TOLL ROUTE ADVANCE TRAILBLAZER

4.14.20
1

COLOURS:
PERMAN£NT
Border & arrow:
Route Number:
Toll Symbol:
Symbol:
Cardinal Direction:
Background:

GE2

For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
4.3.2

White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Black on yellow
White retroreflective
Yellow retroreflective
Blue or green
retroreflective

Toll Route Advance
Trailblazer

TOLL ROUTE ADVANCE TRAILBLAZER sign is a
specific application of sign type GE2 which may be
used in advance of a junction to indicate to drivers
the direction to a toll route freeway of Class A1
or Class A2.The display of a cardinal direction is
optional based on whether the interchange in question

gives access to the freeway in one direction only or not.
2

TOLL ROUTE ADVANCE TRAILBLAZER sign shall be
designed and used in the same manner as described for
ADVANCE TRAILBLAZER sign GE2 in Subsection
4.7.5.

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE MARKER
For dimensions
refer Vol. 4
page
4.3.30
to
4.3.32

4.14.21
1

COLOURS:
PERMAN£NT
Border & arrow:
Symbol:
Route number:
Background:

GE16.1 - GE16.5

White retroreflective
Black on yellow
White retroreflective
Green retroreflective

Alternative Route Marker

ALTERNATIVE ROUTE MARKER sign GE16 to GE16.5
may be used to indicate to drivers in the form of
advance direction, direction and/or confirmation
messages the existence of an alternative route to
a toll route. The term "alternative route" is applicable

GUIDANCE

only to a route or routes which offer an alternative to
the payment of toll on a toll route. The signs may display
the number of the route for which the route being signed is
an alternative.
2

For further information refer to Subsection 4.7.14
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NATIONAL VARIANTS
4.15

NATIONAL VARIANTS

4.15.1

General

4.15.1

1

Whilst the objective of the SADC Road Traffic Sign
System is to achieve the highest possible degree of
harmonization of the system throughout the region it is
likely that there will be a number of details which will
remain unique to individual member countries.

2

For the purposes of identification any such guidance
signs are considered as NATIONAL VARIANTS specific
to one or more of the SADC member countries. Variants
can occur in one of three ways, namely:
(a) as an ADDITIONAL variant using a modified or
different symbol for a guidance sign function used in
most member countries; or
(b) as a UNIQUE variant where the guidance sign is
used in only one country; or
(c) as an ADDITIONAL variant to accommodate the
language of a SADC member country which does not
have English as an official language (at the time of
publishing such variations apply to the use of
Portuguese in Angola and Mozambique, although
every effort has been made to minimise this need by
the use of symbolic messages).

3

4

All guidance signs are listed once in colour in the
Contents section and are provided with text describing
their meaning and function. Any additional National
variants involving a modified or different symbol will be
identified pictorially in the National Variants section. Any
National Variants which are unique to one country will
appear in the National Variants section complete with
appropriate text.
All guidance signs are allocated numbers. An additional
variant is allocated a three letter suffix identifying the
country to which it belongs. In the case of a unique
variant such a guidance sign will be allocated a unique
number which includes the appropriate National three
letter suffix. If the guidance sign becomes more widely
used the use of the suffix will be discontinued. The letter
codes allocated for each member country are as follows:
(a) Angola
(b) Botswana
(c) Democratic Republic of Congo
(d) Lesotho
(e) Malawi
(f) Mauritius
(g) Mozambique (h) Namibia
(i) Seychelles
(j) South Africa (k) Swaziland
(l) Tanzania
(m) Zambia
(n) Zimbabwe
-

MAY 2012

Ang;
Bot;
DRC;
Les;
Mal:
Mau;
Moz;
Nam;
Sey;
RSA;
Swa;
Tan;
Zam;
Zim.

5

When National Variants occur they will be covered in
Subsections of this Section, bearing the name of the
country. All National Variants are identified in the
Contents by a black dot thus - . The purpose in
identifying variants is to assist education on road traffic
signs within the region for travellers beyond National
borders, and to assist sign manufacturers and road
authorities.

6

The content of Chapter 4 on guidance signs includes
many sign examples relevant to countries throughout the
SADC region, including examples with Portuguese place
names appropriate to Angola and Mozambique. There is
therefore only limited need for National Variants.

4.15.2
1

South Africa

The descriptions of ROUTE MARKER signs in Section
4.7 have been given in a generic form which member
countries may choose to use. The text and figures refer
to a hierarchy of numbered routes as follows:
(a) Primary routes
(b) Secondary routes
(c) Tertiary routes

2

- with identifying letter "A";
- with identifying letter "B";
- with identifying letter "C".

The South African road network has a highly developed
hierarchy of numbered routes, including significant
lengths of freeway. The following terminology and
identifying letters are used in South Africa for these three
levels of route:
(a) National routes
(b) Provincial routes
(c) Regional routes

- with identifying letter "N";
- with identifying letter "R";
- with identifying letter "R".

3

Examples of typical South African ROUTE MARKER
signs are illustrated in Figure 4.106.

4

It should be noted that metropolitan numbered routes
have been allocated the identifying letter "M" which can
be used universally throughout the region. Metropolitan
numbered routes supplement any Primary, Secondary or
Tertiary routes which may happen to pass through
metropolitan areas.

5

A network of SADC numbered routes is superimposed
on existing numbered routes within individual member
countries. These SADC routes cross national boundaries
and to avoid any risks of confusion SADC numbered
routes are not allocated an identifying letter.
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NATIONAL VARIANTS

4.15.2

GE15RSA

GE15.1RSA

GE15.2RSA

Confirmation

Direction (Right)

Direction (Left)

GE15.5RSA

GE15.3RSA

Advance Direction (Right)

Straight- On

Advance Direction (Right)

Detail 4.106.1

South African National Route Marker Signs

Detail 4.106.2

South African Provincial Route Marker Signs

GE13.2RSA

GE13.1RSA

GE13RSA

Confirmation

GE13.3RSA

Direction (Right)

GE13.5RSA

GE13.4. RSA

Advance Direction (Right)

Detail 4.106.3

Direction (Left)

Advance Direction (Right)

Straight- On

South African Regional Route Marker Signs

Fig 4.106

Route Marker Signs - SOUTH AFRICA
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NATIONAL VARIANTS

4.15.3
EMERGENCY SERVICES

COLOURS:

GF18-RSA

PERMANENT Border
and text: Symbols:

Background:

4.15.3
1

White retroreflective
White or coloured retroreflective
(See Section 4.0)

For dimensions
ref. Vo/4
page
7.2.63

Brown semi-matt or
retroreflective

Emergency Services

An EMERGENCY SERVICES sign of the type GF18
may be used to provide guidance to road users as to the
emergency services available and the appropriate
contact numbers by cell phone or telephone.

2

Use of the sign should generally be reserved for areas or
sections of road covered by a centralised emergency
service monitoring system. The phone numbers
indicated on the sign must be appropriate to the area.

3

When such a system is in place along a route sign GF18
may be provided at regular intervals. The minimum
provision should be after major junction where significant
Volumes of traffic join the route in question. Additional
signs may be provided in closed

MAY 2012

proximity to public telephones adjacent to the route, to
which GF1 and/or GF2 signs have been provided.
4

Sign GF18 may also be provided in high density tourist
areaas and other areas frequently used by strangers. In a
h1gh density tourist area the signs may be located at
gateways to the area, adjacent to public telephones or
adjacent to information centres. When INFORMATION
BOARDS are p r o v i d e d , the contact information
may
alternatively be incorporated within the
INFORMATION BOARD.

5

It should not be necessary to provide sign GF18 on
routs which have a functioning roadside emergency
service system complete with appropriate signs GF11 to
GF14.
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4.2.1

ARROWS
4.2

ARROWS

4.2.1 General
1

Arrows used on guidance signs are categorised as
follows:

5

It should be noted that the arrows used on
REGULATORY and W A R N I N G signs are
dimensioned differently to guidance sign
arrows. The dimensions of regulatory and warning
signs are given in Volume 4, Chapters 2 and 3. The
dimensions of guidance sign arrows are given in
Volume 4, Chapters 5 and 6.
The dimensions of all arrows are specified in terms of
“d”, where “ d ” is the stroke width of the letter size with
which the arrow is to be used. The overall arrow
dimensions are also whole number values of "d" to
simplify signface design.

3

There are a number of unique, or modified, arrows
with limited applications. These include the
ROUTE MARKER DIRECTION sign arrow, the
FINGERBOARD sign arrow, minor arrows on
STREET NAME signs and various adaptations of other
arrows to include regulatory signs (see Figure 4.8).

4

4.2.3

MAP-TYPE arrows are most commonly used on
ADVANCE DIRECTION signs on Class A1 or Class
A2 freeways. Their use is not generally recommended
on Class B or lower classes of road due to the large
sign size required to display them. However, when a
junction on a Class B or lower class road has an
unexpected geometric layout which a STACKTYPE DIRECTION sign will not adequately portray,
the use of MAP-TYPE arrows/signs should be
considered.

2

MAP-TYPE arrows do not depict the number of lanes
at the junction ahead but portray the "map" or "plan"
view of the junction and the general traffic flow
arrangement and potential conflict situation of the
junction.

3

MAP-TYPE arrows are also specified in terms of "d",
where "d" is the stroke width of the letter size with which
the arrows are to be used. The range of arrows
available is illustrated in Figure 4.6.The arrow used
should accurately portray the junction layout.

Subsection 4.2.7 and Figure 4.15 give details of a
specific range of arrows, adapted from several groups,
for use on toll roads by the inclusion of PAY TOLL
regulatory sign R132.

2

The principal applications of STACK-TYPE arrows are
those on STACK-TYPE DIRECTION signs, TOURISM
signs, TRAILBLAZER signs, and ROUTE MARKER
ADVANCE DIRECTION signs.
Only one STACK-TYPE arrow shall appear on a single
stack sign, or on each stack of a STACK-TYPE DIRECTION sign comprising more than one stack.

3

Stack-type arrows used on DIRECTION signs are
available for a range of applications. Apart from left and
right handed versions of most arrows several types
may be used in a number of ways. The various
applications are illustrated in Figure 4.5.

4

A Type 4 arrow should be used in place of a Type 1
arrow when the information displayed in a DIRECTION
sign stack exceeds one line of text, and a Type 3 arrow
should replace a Type 1 arrow when the display in a
stack exceeds two lines of text. Similarly a Type 6
advance turn arrow should be used in place of a Type
5 arrow when information exceeds two lines of text in
the one stack. If a DIRECTION sign has an advance
right turn stack and an advance left turn stack, and the
one stack requires the use of a Type 6 arrow
consideration should be given to balancing the arrow
display by using a Type 6 arrow in both stacks. This
will result in an increase in the depth of a stack with
only one line of text. It should be noted that the above
recommendations apply only to DIRECTION sign
applications since particular arrow types are specified
for use on TRAILBLAZER, ROUTE MARKER and
TOURISM signs.
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Map-Type Arrows

1

4.2.2 Stack-Type Arrows
1

may be

(a) Type1: horizontal arrow for one or two
destinations in one stack, OR vertical or sloping
arrow for one destination in one stack;
(b) Type 2: sloping arrow for one or more destinations
in one stack at a high speed exit point (freeway offramp or sliproad on a high speed at-grade roadway.);
(c) Type 3: horizontal arrow for more than two
destinations in one stack;
(d) Type 4: vertical arrow for more than one
destination in one stack;
(e) Type 5: horizontal advance turn arrow for one or
two destinations in one stack (subject to the proviso
given in paragraph 4.2.2.4);
(f) Type 6: horizontal advance turn arrow for more
than two destinations in one stack;
(g) Type 7 and higher: STACK-TYPE arrows which
have limited applications of a specialised nature and
may be used as appropriate irrespective of the
number of destinations included in the relevant stack.

(a) STACK-TYPE arrows (Figure 4.5);
(b) MAP-TYPE arrows (Figure 4.6);
(c) DOWNWARD-POINTING arrows (Figure 4.7);
(d) UPWARD-POINTING arrows (Figures 4.9 to 4.14).

2

The applications of STACK-TYPE arrows
summarised as follows:

4 MAP TYPE 13 arrow illustrates one type of staggered
junction configuration. Such arrows must accurately
represent the real configuration of a staggered junction
within the limits of the design criteria given in Volume
4 (see Figure 4.8 for other examples).
5

The design of the various MAP-TYPE arrows is based
on the expectation of more-or-less straight road
alignment at a junction. If the alignment of a junction is
not adequately portrayed by a standard MAP-TYPE
arrow consideration should be given to modifying the
arrow to indicate the divergence from the normal. Such
variations need only relate to the approach on which
the sign is located, i.e. the intersecting crossroad is
not, per se, relevant to the traffic approaching the sign
in question (see Figure 4.8).

6

The inclusion of a distance with all map-type arrows is
recommended.
(continued on page 4.2.6)
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ARROWS

4.2.2

Fig 4.5
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Stack-Type Arrows
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4.2.3

ARROWS

Map-Type

1

Map-Type

5

Map-Type

9

Map-Type

Fig 4.6
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13

Map-Type

2

Map-Type

3

Map-Type

4

Map-Type

6

Map-Type

7

Map-Type

8

Map-Type

11

Map-Type

10

Map-Type

14

Map-Type

12

Map-Type

15

Map-Type Arrows
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ARROWS

4.2.4

Fig 4.7

Downward-Pointing Arrow Type

'
Street-Name Sign

Direction Route Marker Sign

Fingerboard Sign

Map-Type Arrows Modified to Indicate Road Layout

Upward Pointing Diagrammatic Arrows for Use with Regulatory Signs

Fig 4.8
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Selected Unique or Modified Arrow Types
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4.2.5

ARROWS

Diagrammatic Type

A

Diagrammatic-Type D

Diagrammatic-Type

MAY 2012

Diagrammatic-Type E

Diagrammatic-Type J

H

Diagrammatic-Type M

Fig 4.9

Diagrammatic Type B

Diagrammatic-Type C

Diagrammatic-Type F

Diagrammatic-Type K

Diagrammatic-Type G

Diagrammatic-Type L

Diagrammatic-Type N

Upward-Pointing Arrow Types - Diagrammatic Signs
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(continued from page 4.2.1)

4.2.4 Downward-Pointing Arrows
1

DOWNWARD-POINTING arrows have been used in the
past on overhead DIRECTION and FREEWAY
DIRECTION signs to indicate, on a lane-by-lane basis, the
lane which may be used to reach the destination or
destinations displayed above the arrows. It is a basic
characteristic of this system of arrow display that there
shall be one arrow for each lane on the roadway. No
indication is given of traffic travelling in the opposite
direction, either on the same roadway or on a separate
roadway. There are a number of junction or interchange
characteristics for which downward-pointing arrows are
NOT ideal in that they may not impart enough
information, or may under some circumstances even
give an erroneous display relating to the road ahead.
Typical examples of such situations are:

carrying traffic in the same direction, all lanes for the
direction of travel to w h i c h the sign applies SHALL
be indicated. The indication of an opposing flow is
optional, and should be reserved for situations where this
opposing flow represents a degree of hazard to drivers
travelling in the direction for which the sign has been
provided. Typical examples of the arrow types unique to
DIAGRAMMATIC signs are illustrated in Figure 4.9.
4

(a) lane drop from left or right;
(b) lane (or lanes) alignment change to left or right (this
indication may involve a gradual but unexpected or
temporary change in alignment, a relatively sudden or
sharp change in alignment, or an "S"-bend reversal in
alignment);
(c) reduced roadway width;
(d) the addition of a lane ( since this condition is not
normally hazard related it may be combined with a
lane alignment change and is the ONLY acceptable
arrow for this type indicating two coincident changes in
lane circumstance);
(e) lane use control by regulation incorporating the
display of a regulatory sign superimposed upon one or
more arrows;
(f) lanes merge;
(g) lanes converge but do not merge;
(h) exclusive turn lanes;
(i) diagrammatic junction layout.

(a) the indication of lanes, normally at multi-lane off
ramps or turning roadways, which are shared by
through AND exiting traffic {this condition may result
in through traffic, particularly slow-moving through
traffic, moving out of the lane in question to the general
detriment of the safe and smooth flow of traffic);
(b) the indication over lanes on a curving road
alignment may be sufficiently inaccurate from the
normal viewing distance as to result in incorrect lane
selection by drivers.
2

3

Although the use of UPWARD-POINTING arrows is
recommended for overhead signs, particularly on freeways, the use of DOWNWARD-POINTING arrows in
uncomplicated situations on non-freeway roads should not
be precluded. However, it is not recommended that the
use of UPWARD and DOWNWARD-POINTING arrows
be mixed either on one approach to an inter- change or
junction, or on a section of freeway or other high traffic
volume roadway which warrants the use of overhead
signs, subject to the economics of programmed sign
replacement as part of a system maintenance plan.
The arrow type has been retained in the Manual to
cover maintenance requirements and for use on
individual lane control signs which normally display some
regulatory or warning message e.g. MASS LIMIT sign
R202, or the ARRESTOR BED symbol.

4.2.5 Upward-Pointing Arrows Diagrammatic Signs
1

UPWARD-POINTING arrows may be used on
overhead DIRECTION and FREEWAY DIRECTION signs,
and on DIAGRAMMATIC signs. The characteristics of the
two applications are, however, quite different.

2

The
UPWARD-POINTING
arrows
used
on
DIAGRAMMATIC signs shall indicate the number of lanes of
traffic travelling in the direction to which the sign
applies. Opposing traffic may also be indicated by
reversed arrows but this technique is more common with
TEMPORARY applications than PERMANENT ones.

3

The principal function of a DIAGRAMMATIC sign message
is to convey by means of the arrow configuration on the
sign a message relating to ONE single change in the
lane configuration or roadway alignment, or a complex
or unexpected lane c o n f i g ur a t i o n , any of which are
commonly hazard related. Since these conditions may
have an effect on traffic behaviour in adjacent lanes,
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Upward-pointing arrows on DIAGRAMMATIC signs may
thus be used to impart the following basic types of
message regarding the lane configuration on the road
ahead:

5

DIAGRAMMATIC sign arrows are specified in terms of "d"
for convenience although few DIAGRAMMATIC signs
display any text to which sizes can be related. Values of "d"
are specified instead for the three fixed sign sizes. It
should be noted that the arrow shaft widths on
this arrow set are different to other applications
of the same arrow head style, on a size for size
basis.

6

Upward-pointing arrow applications on DIAGRAMMATIC
signs are equally appropriate in rural and urban situations.

7

Arrow groupings used are shown on the various
DIAGRAMMATIC sign examples in Section 4.12. If it is
necessary to design an additional DIAGRAMMATIC
sign every effort should be made to do so using arrows
already detailed. It should be noted also that there are
several DIAGRAMMATIC signs which use arrow types
other than upward-pointing arrows.

4.2.6 Upward-Pointing Arrows - Direction
and Freeway Direction Signs
1

The range of arrows and arrow combinations which
may be used on overhead DIRECTION and
FREEWAY DIRECTION signs is vast. The arrows may
be used singly or in CLUSTERS. It is the range of arrow
combinations which may appear in CLUSTERS which
makes the recording and detailing of all possible
variations almost impossible. The very flexibility of the
CLUSTER system allows it to adapt to wide variations in
interchange or junction geometry and lane configurations.
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Upward Pointing Arrows – Exit Lane Clusters
Direction and Freeway Direction Signs

Fig 4.11
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B2

Cluster-Type B3

Cluster-Type B4

Upward Pointing Arrows – Dedicated Exit and Through Lane Clusters
Direction and Freeway Direction Signs
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D1

Cluster-Type

D2

Upward Pointing Arrows – Through Lane Clusters
Direction and Freeway Direction Signs
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2

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
3

which are different in sufficient dimensional detail
as to represent virtually unique applications);
(b) the spacing between parallel arrow shafts should
be equal and constant (these spaces are commonly
dictated by the space needed to accommodate the
arrow heads required in the specific cluster);
(c) the internal "v" of shared exit and through lane
arrows should be rounded;
(d) the number of arrows in a c l u s t e r used on an
overhead DIRECTION or FREEWAY DIRECTION
sign shall be the same as the number of lanes
existing at the point to which the sign applies
(overhead direction signs displaying upwardpointing arrow clusters may apply to some point up
ahead and will therefore include a distance to that
point, or they can apply to the point over which they
are located).

In basic terms upward pointing arrows may be related
to the following roadway conditions:
exit lanes;
shared e x i t and through lanes;
dedicated exit/shared exit and through lanes;
through lanes.

The basic arrow types used to make up CLUSTERS of
upward-pointing arrows are illustrated in Figure 4.10.
These arrows can be grouped as follows:
(a) arrows appropriate to high speed exits on freeways
or at-grade roads;
(b) arrows appropriate to low speed turns on at-grade
roads.

4

Where the roadway varies from the indication of a
specific arrow type to a relatively minor extent the arrow
may be varied to indicate as closely as possible the
actual roadway alignment. Aspects of individual arrow
design which may be varied, within limits, are:
(a) the shaft length below a junction;
(b) the shaft length above a junction;
(c) the angle of rotation of the whole arrow(or cluster)
(normally from 15° to 30°);
(d) the size of the included angle for turns of more than
90° (normally from 135° to 225°).

5

6

7

Any of the basic UPWARD-POINTING arrow types
may be used in a mirror-imaged form, either
individually, or as part of a cluster in order to accurately
portray the lane configuration ahead.
A range of arrow CLUSTERS combining various arrow
types for exit lane only displays (NO shared lane),
shared exit and through lane displays and through
lane only displays is given in Figures 4.11 to 4.14.
Upward- pointing arrows used on overhead signs
displayed over at-grade roads may indicate turning
lanes in a manner similar to freeway exit lanes.

Full dimensional design parameters for arrows and
arrow clusters are given in Volume 4, Chapter 6.
8

4.2.7
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Arrows Adapted for Toll Route Use

1 The direction signing system developed for toll routes
includes an indication to drivers that, on entering the
toll route, they will be required to pay toll. This indication
is achieved by the inclusion of the mandatory
regulatory PAY TOLL sign R132 which is
superimposed upon the appropriate arrow or arrows.
(Sign R132 is also erected separately at the start of
the toll section as a free-standing regulatory sign.)
2

Figure 4.15 shows a range of typical examples of such
arrows, including STACK-TYPE, MAP-TYPE and
UPWARD-POINTING arrows. It is not uncommon for a
toll plaza to be integrated into a freeway interchange.
In such s i t uat i ons i t may be necessary to include a
representation of the toll plaza, as well as sign R132,
within an upward-pointing arrow cluster.

3

If it is necessary to provide an arrow, modified to include
sign R132, which is not detailed in Volume 4 the
basic principles given in Volume 4 should be adhered
to. For further details on the signing of toll routes see
Section 4.14 and Volume 2, Chapter 6.

In designing new arrow CLUSTERS a number of
design characteristics should be maintained, namely:
(a) arrow shafts relating to a specific direction of travel
SHALL be parallel to each other (this requirement,
when applied to curved arrows means that both
straight sections of shaft, above and below the
curved section, shall be parallel; the result of this
requirement is that the radius for the curves
portion of each parallel arrow will be different; this
requirement alone generates a large number of
arrows

It should be noted that the principles used to evolve the
sequence of signs utilizing UPWARD-POINTING
arrows differ significantly from the principles used i n
the sequence of signs d i s p l a y i n g DOWNWARDPOINTING arrows. These principles are covered in
Section 4.9. Refer also to paragraph 4.1.1.3.
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4.3.1 General
1

The main function of guidance signs is to provide
locational or directional information to enable road users
to safely reach their intended destinations. This
information is displayed as a legend on the signface.
The legend may comprise one or all of the following
components:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

2

3

4

letters;
numerals;
symbols;
punctuation marks.

The letters, numerals and punctuation marks used on any
new guidance sign shall be those contained in the DIN
1451 Part 2 letter set in Styles "A" or "B", or in the "B
MOD" style. The range of upper and lower case
letters, numerals and punctuation marks available in
Styles "A","B" and "B MOD" is illustrated in Figure 4.16.
Upper case and numerals ONLY are available in the "B
MOD" style which has been specifically created for use in
DARK colours on a LIGHT colour background (most
commonly BLACK on WHITE) to limit the possible effects
of "overglow" due to the high contrast ratio between the
letters and the background. As such "B MOD" lettering is
primarily used for "LOCATION" message components.
The "B MOD" style is similar to the DIN 1451 Style "B"
in that each letter or numeral occupies the same
space as in the Style "B" and is placed according to
the same spacing rules. The "B MOD" letter stroke
width is greater than the Style "B" letter stroke width, by
approximately 20%. The stroke width of Style "A" and
"B" letters and numerals is denoted by "d". Details of
the letter dimensioning characteristics and design are
given in Figure 4.4 and in Volume 4, Chapter 11.
All LOCATION sign or panel messages are indicated in
upper case letters only. All other guidance sign
messages are indicated in upper and lower case letters
according to normal writing conventions of the various
languages, EXCEPT that a cardinal direction or area is
always indicated in upper case letters.
LOCATION signs should only display one message per
sign. If more than one message is required, such as two
street names it is recommended that two signs be used.
The message on ROUTE MARKER signs is displayed
in a number and/or symbol form only. DIRECTION,
FREEWAY DIRECTION, TOURISM and LOCAL
DIRECTION guidance signs may all display multiple
messages which may comprise a combination of letters,
numerals, symbols and/or punctuation marks.

5

The spatial layout of all guidance signs has been
designed around the letter stroke width factor "d". In
order to promote conformity, accuracy, and uniformity of
signface layout
characteristics a
number
of
recommendations relating to the placement of different
message components have been evolved. These
recommendations are covered in Subsections 4.3.2
and 4.3.3. In certain cases there are different options
available.

6

It Is generally recommended that guidance signs
should not display more than 10 "bits" of
information. Further detail on how the number of
"bits" of information may be derived is given in Section
4.4.

7

DIAGRAMMATIC signs, as the group name implies,
rarely incorporate any legend. In addition to the arrows,
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blocks, symbols or other incorporated sign types
displayed on a DIAGRAMMATIC sign the only legend
normally used is that displayed if a SUPPLEMENTARY
PLATE sign IN11 is specified.

4.3.2

Language

1

Under normal circumstances any place name appearing
on a DIRECTION, FREEWAY DIRECTION, TOURISM
or LOCAL DIRECTION sign, or any other guidance sign,
shall be displayed in the language of origin. Any other
information given on a guidance sign should normally
be displayed in English. If an Anglicised form of a place
name is in popular use this may be used on guidance
signs at the discretion of the road authority and after
local consultation. The display of place names in two, or
more, languages is not recommended.

2

The use of abbreviations is not normally
recommended although they may be considered
in exceptional cases. Destination names should
not be abbreviated. If an abbreviation is used,
however, it should be easily identifiable as a
derivation of its full-length form. If a long name
belonging, for instance, to an organisation the premises
of which are to be accorded destination status, and this
name has a commonly used acronym, the acronym
should be used on guidance signs e.g. "Nasrec" for the
"National Sport and Recreational Centre". The
abbreviation of adjuncts used on STREET NAME
signs is permitted (see Section 4.6).

3

Wherever practical all normal language rules shall
apply to displays on guidance signs. It is common
practice in many African languages, for instance, to
start a destination name with a lower case letter.

4.3.3 Text
1

The space occupied by the text on a guidance signface,
and ultimately the overall sign size, are affected by
three factors, namely:
(a) the letter size to be used;
(b) the inter-letter spacing;
(c) the spacing standards between arrows, text, symbols
and various punctuation marks, both horizontally and
vertically, and the spaces between these components
and the edges of the sign.

2

Inter-letter spacings are tabulated in Volume 4, Chapter
11. The spacings given in these tables relate to a base
letter size of 112 mm (upper case)/ 80 mm (lower case),
for which "d" = 16 mm. The length of any word or letternumber group can be determined for this letter size from
the tables provided. Since all aspects of the DIN 1451
Part 2 style of lettering are fully proportional, from one
letter size to another, the word length and inter-letter
spacings can be simply calculated for the required letter
size by factoring all dimensions derived for the 112 mm
I 80 mm letter size. The factor is determined by
dividing the required upper case letter size to be used by
112 (see Section 4.4).

3

The recommended principles pertaining to the use of
DIN 1451 Part 21ettering may, subject to the message to
be displayed, result in a larger overall multiple-stack
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4.3.2
type sign size than the absolute minimum necessary to
carry the required messages. It is considered, however,
that adherence to these recommendations, which are
indicated in this subsection in bold type, will result in a
signface design which is quicker and easier for road
users to read and interpret. Figures 4.17 and 4.19 illustrate
the basic signface design rules through a range of
"recommended", "intermediate", and "arrow-linked"
STACK-TYPEDIRECTION sign examples. The ultimate
results of adopting a policy to use the "recommended" or
"intermediate" signface design rules are likely to be an
inherently more effective direction sign system, with
resultant safety implications and a limited increase in the
total signface area of direction signs used system-wide.
The benefits or disbenefits relating to any particular
selection or combination of rules is dependent to a
large extent on the sign type, the differences in the
lengths of the place names on the sign the presence or
not of route numbers, and to the total number of "bits" of
information to be displayed. The examples given in the
subsections of this chapter dealing with specific sign
types all conform to the recommended principles unless
noted otherwise. The dimensional details given in Volume
4, Chapters 5 and 6 illustrate the recommended and
arrow linked treatment of several specific sign types when
this is appropriate.
4

Three text positioning factors which are likely to have the
greatest effect on the final sign size and its read- ability
are:
(a) the location of route numbers;
(b) the justification of lines of text;
(c) the positioning of arrows in relation to text, particularly
on certain STACK-TYPE DIRECTION signs.

5

Route number letter-number groups may be located
above the destination names to which the route number
applies, or they may be located in front of the
appropriate destination names. It i s recommended
that the route number be placed in front of the
destination names on STACK-TYPE signs and
above the destination names on MAP-TYPE and
OVERHEAD signs. There are a number of situations
when this rule does not apply, namely:
(a) on FREEWAY EXIT DIRECTION signs GA3 (which are
STACK-TYPE signs) it is recommended that the
route number be placed above the destination names
to maintain the same signface layout as used on
preceding signs in the sequence;
(b) when an "indirect" route number is displayed it is
located in front of the destination to which it applies,
irrespective of sign type.

6

7

On STACK-TYPE signs i t is also recommended that
the
arrows
in
ALL
STACKS be
placed
h o r i z o n t a l l y outside the space occupied by
any text in ANY of the STACKS of which the sign
Is made. This technique has the effect that all arrows lie
in a space on the sign which is vertically free of text. It is
considered that this allows drivers to quickly search for
and find the STACK relevant to their intended direction
of travel, AND to quickly associate the destination to
which they wish to travel with the correct direction of
travel (see Figure 4.20).
A guidance sign commonly displays a number of lines of
text, either on the signface as a whole (MAP-TYPE and
OVERHEAD signs), or in STACKS or PANELS
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(STACK-TYPE signs). Justification involves the lining up
of the first or last letters in each line of text on a
common vertical line. It is recommended that l e f t
justification be applied on the left side to the
letters of route number letter-number groups
AND separately to the f i r s t l e t t e r s of the
destination names when the route number is
located in front of the destination names. It is
considered that by adopting this technique the time taken
by drivers to scan a sign, and find the route number and/or
destination name they are looking for, will be kept as
short as possible. In exceptional cases if a long two-part
destination name is displayed or a cardinal direction is
linked with a destination name, the second part of the
destination name, if short, or the cardinal direction, may
be dis- played in a second line below the destination
name in a right justified manner (see Figures 4.20 and
4.23).
8

"Indirect" route numbers are displayed within
brackets, to show that the route so indicated does not
intersect directly, at the approaching junction, with the
road on which the sign concerned is displayed. In order to
reach the "indirect" route drivers must first leave the road
on which they are travelling, then proceed along the
intersecting road for some distance until that road
intersects with the previously indicated "indirect' route.

9

When brackets are used to indicate an "indirect"
route number the justification should be
maintained on the letter of the letter-number group
NOT the bracket. In such situations the bracket nearest
the sign edge or arrow may be permitted to intrude into the
standard space without increasing the size of this space.
If a signface design is complex, situations may arise
where this reduction in space is not acceptable. In such
cases the standard spacing and the justification should be
maintained with a resultant small increase in overall sign
size (see Figure 4.22).

10 LOCAL and TOURISM DIRECTION signs displaying
more than one destination in one PANEL should follow the
general left-justification rule. A right justification rule is
recommended for these s i g n groups when long
multi-part names or long hyphenated names are
"wrapped-around" into two lines of text. This
technique can significantly reduce the length of LOCAL and
TOURISM DIRECTION signs. Spacing standards on these
two sign groups are reduced to limit sign size and,
because of the greater use of symbols, there are a
number of particular rules relating to the display of
legend combining symbols and text (see Figures 4.20 to
4.25 and Volume 4, Chapters 7 and 11).
11 In addition to brackets a number of forms of punctuation are
available for use on guidance signs (see Figure 4.23).
FULL STOPS shall not be used after i n i t i a l s or
abbreviations.
12 It is recommended that words using different
letter sizes should NOT appear on a guidance
signface, with the EXCEPTION of the option to
show a STREET NAME in a LOCATION PANEL on a
DIRECTION sign or a CARDINAL DIRECTION, in
reduced size letters. In this case the letter size used
for street names or cardinal directions may be reduced to
2/3 or 3/4 of the size of the letters used for the
destination names, with due regard to the final readability
of these messages.
13 A number of guidance signs are available which indicate
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only route numbers. Such limited displays are
intended to keep these signs compact in size. Signs of
this type are commonly utilised to give early, or "preadvance", indication of the directions to be taken to
follow or reach the indicated routes. Examples of such
signs are:

5

If a symbol is used with a destination name i t
s h a l l ALWAYS precede the destination name. This
will overrule the first letter justification rule. If a
symbol is used with a route number i t shall
ALWAYS follow the route number.

6

Certain symbols which are not symmetrical about
their vertical centre l i n e and which imply a sense
of direction should be turned to face in the
direction of the arrow on the sign or s i g n stack.
Details of symbol positioning are given in Figure 4.25
with particular reference to permitted positions of the
AIRPORT symbol GDS-3.

7

FREEWAY (Class A-1) symbolGDS-4 and FREEWAY
(Class A-2) symbol GDS-5 are both used on
TRAILBLAZER signs in the ROUTE MARKER class and
on DIRECTION signs in trailblazer panels. They should
only be used on guidance signs when linked with a
route number. Similar symbols GLS-4 and GLS-5 are
used only on LOCATION signs together with the name of
the freeway.

8

The CITY CENTRE/CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
symbol GDS-8 may be used on a DIRECTION or
FREEWAY DIRECTION sign with a route number when
only a route number is displayed, with a town or city name,
OR with the name of a street leading to the town or city
centre. When the symbol is used w i t h a street
name the name of the town or city shall appear in
black on white at the top of the sign to indicate
that the interchange or junction in question is
"located" in the named town or city and that the
street named on the sign leads to the centre of the
named town or city. This situation is common to urban
freeway signing where a town or city can be
approached by a number of streets intersecting the
freeway but one of these streets is considered most
appropriate by which to reach the town or city centre. It
is recommended that such a situation be
preceded by an EXIT SEQUENCE sign GAS
indicating the town or city name at the top, the
various street names serving the town or city
with
the
appropriate
interchange
(EXIT)
numbers and distances to the e x i t , and symbol
GDS-8 in front of the relevant street name. The
symbol should then be repeated in front of the street name
on the signs relevant to the exit in question, all of which
signs also display the town or city name at the top. At the
subsequent off-ramp terminal it is recommended that,
since the cross-street which has the name that appeared
as a destination on the FREEWAY DIRECTION signs
approaching the exit has been reached, this street name
should appear in black on white at the top of the OFFRAMP TERMINAL DIRECTION sign GA6 to identify the
intermediate "location" now reached by drivers. Drivers
wishing to turn towards the town or city centre should now
see symbol GDS-8 in front of the town or city name in
one of the directional stacks of sign GA6 (see Section 4.9).
Symbol GDS-8 may be used more locally with town or city
names. If a civic centre has been developed some
distance from the central business district this
information should be i ncorporated into the
DIRECTION signing system for the area, town or
city.

9

TOLL ROUTE symbol GDS-9 shall only be used with a
route number. The majority of DIRECTION signs or
FREEWAY DIRECTION signs required for toll routes
may be created by the simple addition of symbol GDS-9
after the appropriate route numbers. Other basic

(a) TRAILBLAZER signs (see Section 4.7);
(b) ROUTE MARKER signs (see Section 4.7);
(c) on-ramp ADVANCE DIRECTION signs, particularly
in confined urban situations;
(d) FREEWAY PRE-ADVANCE EXIT DIRECTION
signs GA1 or GC1 (see Section 4.9).
In order to offer adequate orientation, when this is
relevant, these signs may also incorporate the display of a
cardinal direction. TRAILBLAZER signs may incorporate
a single uniquely styled letter representing the
appropriate cardinal direction (see Subsection 4.7.2). On
the GA1 sign, or its overhead GC1 version, however, the
cardinal direction shall, when used, be indicated in full
(see Subsection 4,3.4). A cardinal direction used
with route numbers shall be displayed in YELLOW
upper case letters.
14 The terms North, South, East and West may also be
used to qualify a destination name. This technique is
most appropriate at rural junctions and may be of use
particularly when signing the exit points to a small to
medium-sized by-passed town served by more than
one exit, e.g. Heidelberg (NORTH) and Heidelberg
(SOUTH). This cardinal "area" s h o u l d b e
d i s p l a y e d in upper case WHITE letters
within brackets (see Figure 4.24).

4.3.4 Symbols
1

Symbols may be used on guidance signs to limit the
amount of text to be displayed and thus reduce reading
time and sign area. The symbols are particularly intended to
replace common names such as airport, station etc.

2

Symbols are available in a number of series for use on the
following guidance sign types (see Section 4.0):
(a) LOCATION signs (numbered in the GLS series);
(b) TRAILBLAZER and ROUTE MARKER signs (using
the GDS or GFS series);
(c) DIRECTION and FREEWAY DIRECTION signs
(numbered in the GDS series);
(d) TOURISM signs (numbered in the GFS series);
(e) LOCAL DIRECTION sign (numbered in the GDLS
series).

3 It should be noted that some symbols are available in
more than one sign category, e.g. the "Mine" symbol is
available for DIRECTION signs as GDS-12 and for
TOURISM signs as GFS A7-3; the "Toll Route" symbol is
available for LOCATION signs as GLS-2 and for
DIRECTION signs as GDS-9, etc. Care should be
exercised that the correct symbol for the job is specified
since the sizing characteristics for each category may be
different. Dimensional details are repeated in the various
chapters of Volume 4 to ensure that the correctly
proportioned and sized symbol is used.(A number of
direction sign symbols are also available for use on
INFORMATION signs, numbered in the INS- series. See
Chapter 5).
4

If a symbol is used with a location name such as
a river name, freeway name, or toll route name the
symbol shall be placed below the name.
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aspects of toll
Section4.14.

route signing are

covered in

10 ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10 may be
used on DIRECTION or FREEWAY DIRECTION
signs in association with a
route number.
Alternatively the symbol may be used on its own, or
with a route number, on ALTERNATIVE ROUTE
MARKER signs GE16 (see Section 4.6).
11 The LIBRARY GDS-15, BICYCLE ROUTE GDS-16 and
PARK 'N RIDE GDS-17 and GDS-18 symbols are
intended for DIRECTION signing at a l ocal level and
shall not appear on FREEWAY DIRECTION signs.
12 LOCAL DIRECTION signs are generally provided for
destinations of limited but local importance. As with any
other type of guidance sign, if an appropriate symbol is
available this should be used instead of text. GDS
symbols may be used on LOCAL DIRECTION signs in
addition to those developed specifically (GDLS series)
for the local level of guidance signing (see Section 4.0).
13 TOURISM sign symbols are subdivided into the
following groups (see also Section 4.0):
(a) Tourist Attraction facilities (GFS A1-A13 series);
(b) Emergency services (GFS B1 series);
(c) Light Vehicle services (GFS 82 series);
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(d) Truck Rest and Service (GFS B3 series);
(e) Food services (GFS B4 series);
(f) General services (GFS B5 series);
(g) Rest and Service Areas (classified) (GFS 86 series);
(h) Vehicle Classes (GFS 87 series);
(i) Accommodation (GFS C1 series);
(j) Rest and Service Area "Totem" signs (GFS D1
series).
14 Only symbols which have been approved by the
SATCC Roads, Road Transport and Road Traffic
Subcommittee shall be used on guidance
signs. Approved symbols are illustrated in Section 4.0.
All symbols are given in Volume 4 superimposed on a
grid of squares which simplifies their enlargement to the
required size. The height and width of all symbols are
specified in terms of "d", the stroke width of the l etter
size with which the symbol is to be used.
15 Generic or family symbols, or individual symbols or
logo's may be displayed on tourism signs if the service
provider wishes so. Such symbols or logo's shall be
displayed in white and must be approved by the SATCC
Roads,
Road
Transport
and
Road
Traffic
Subcommittee.
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4.3.6

Fig 4.17
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Recommended Rules of Signface Text Layout- Optimum
Readability - Stack-Type Direction Signs
SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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4.3.7

LEGEND

Fig 4.18
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Arrow Linked Rules of Signface Text Layout - Reduced Size
and Reduced Readability - Stack-Type Direction Signs
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4.3.8

Fig 4.19

GUIDANCE

Intermediate Rules of Signface Text Layout
-Stack-Type Direction Signs (see also page 4.3.9)
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4.3.9

LEGEND
NOTES:(Figures 4.17 to 4.19)

(1) Figures 4.17 to 4.19 to show options for signface layout of
multi-stack DIRECTION signs. The layout of a specific sign
is subject to how many variables interact for that sign. One
variable which is difficult to illustrate adequately, is the
variation in lengths of three (or more) destination names in
three stacks. In Figures 4.17 and 4.18, the lengths of the
blocks representing the three names are the same in
each detail, namely one short, one long and one inbetween.
(2) Details 4.17.1 to 4.17.4 show the three basic
“recommended” rules (with standard spacings):
(a) arrows are located to the far right or left of each stack;
(b) left justification of all route numbers;
(c) additional left justification of all names.
(3) Details 4.17.5 to 4.17.7 show how the length remains
constant irrespective of which stack contains the longest
name. Details 4.17.8 to 4.17.10 show how the same effect
occurs when some stacks do not have route numbers. Sign
length is dictated by the sum of two stack-type arrows (Types
5 or 6), the longest name, the longest route number and all
standard spacings. Other points to note ("recommended"
rules) are:
(a) straight-on arrows are centred over right turn arrows;
(b) the standard space is between the longest name and
the 'longest• arrow, even when not in the same stack;
(c) the sign length will be slightly less if the one route
number is shorter than the others in the other
examples;
(d) all text is vertically lined up to help scanning.
(4) Detail 4.18.1 has the same name lengths as Detail 4.17.1 but
the text is permitted to extend into the spaces over or under
the arrows. This makes the sign length less but loses the
vertical justification. Details 4.18.2 to 4.18.4 clarify the exact
effect of names being 'linked' to the arrow in their stack,
irrespective of the length of the names (the 'arrow-linked'
rule). In Details 4.18.5 to 4.18.7 it is shown that there is little
variation in length with the position of the longest name, but
all examples are shorter than in Figure 4.17.Details 4.18.8 to
4.18.10 show that when route numbers are not present in all
stacks the saving in size is greatest (up to 30% - see Detail
4.19.7).Points to note ("arrow-linked" rules) are:
(a) the straight-on arrow is NOT centred over the right turn
arrow (Detail 4.18.5 shows a slightly shorter sign);
(b) the arrows are always located a standard space from
the right or left side of the stack;
(c) scanning is made difficult and slower.
(5) Figure 4.19 illustrates “ i n t e r m e d i a t e " rules of multistack DIRECTION signface layout. In all cases of the
application of ' intermediate' rules the purpose is to allow a
sign to be made smaller whilst still retaining the best possible
text justification. Essentially the 'intermediate• rules permit:
(a) firstly, the space below the straight and right arrows to
be occupied by a long name (Detail 4.19.1);and/or
(b) secondly, a long name without a route number to 'jump•
to line up with the route number in other stacks, and to
'jump' again, if necessary, to occupy the space over the
left turn arrow at a standard space from the left edge of
the sign (Details 4.19.2, 4.19.3 and 4.19.5).
(6) Details 4.19.1 to 4.19.4 show the progressive effects of one
name (in one stack) getting longer. The examples include
ones with route numbers in all stacks and ones with some
route numbers omitted. Detail 4.19.7 provides two
generalised comparisons of the different rule systems. The
'intermediate' rules can lead to a saving in sign length of up
to 20%, with little loss in readability.

(continuation of Figure 4.19 from page 4.3.8)
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Fig 4.20
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Recommended Basic Signface Spacing Details
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Detail 4.21.1

Stack Sign Display

Detail 4.21.3

Two Destinations On One Route

Detail 4.21.5

Overhead Through Destination - Centred Display

Fig 4.21

Detail 4.21.2

Detail 4.21.4

Map-Type/Overhead Exit Display

Confirmation Sign Display

Recommended Basic Justification Principles

NOTES: (Figures 4.20 and 4.21)
(1) Basic vertical and horizontal spacings are given for
letter Styles "A" and "8" in Detail 4.20.1. There are
many additional standard dimensional values detailed in
Volume4.
(2) Horizontal spacings are less for Style "A" than Style
"B". All vertical and horizontal spacings are reduced for
TOURISM and LOCAL DIRECTION signs even when
Style "B" is specified.

(4) All lines of text justification are shown as:
(5) In Detail 4.20.2 arrow type numbers are indicated in
brackets after the appropriate "d" dimension.
(6) Examples showing brackets are given in Figure 4.22
and those with symbols are given in Figure 4.25.

(3) Exit displays on overhead signs conform to the pattern of
map-type sign displays. Through destination displays
on overhead signs may be left justified as in Details
4.21.2 and4.21.3 or centred as in Detail4.21.5.
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Fig 4.22
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Recommended Treatment for "Indirect" Route Numbers
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Detail4.23.1

Brackets for “Indirect” Route

Detail 4.23.2

Slash (Toll Route)

Detail 4.23.3

Hyphen - Place Name

Detail 4.23.4

Hyphen -Tourism Sign
"Wrap-Around"

Detail 4.23.5

Apostrophe - Place Name

Detail 4.23.6

Comma - Decimal Distance

Detail4.23.6

Ampisand (example- two cardinal directions)

Fig 4.23

Punctuation

NOTES: (Figures 4.22 to 4.23)
(1) "Indirect" route number examples given in Figure 4.22
show "worst case" situations close to a sign edge
border or arrow. Many other situations which result in
no significant reduction in spacing may occur.
(2) The punctuation examples in Figure 4.23 are
representative. If a need arises for a form of punctuation
not illustrated the spacing should be derived from the
most similar example. Details of special spacings
between punctuation marks and letters or words are
given in Volume 4, Chapter 11.
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(3) Cardinal directions should only be used with route
numbers on PRE ADVANCE DIRECTION signs GA1 or
GC1, or on MAP-TYPE DIRECTION signs GDS to GD9
in confined urban situations as shown in Figure
4.24.
(4) The figure following a comma in a decimal d i s t a nc e
display should be 2/3 to 3/4 of the height of the
"kilometre" figure height. The stroke width of this decimal
figure will therefore be thinner than other letters and
figures used.

SADC - RTSM - VOL
1
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Detail 4.24.1 Cardinal Direction (Straight-on)

Detail 4.24.2

Cardinal Direction (Left or Right)

Detail 4.24.3

Cardinal "Area"

Detail 4.24-4

Cardinal Direction as Part of a Destination Name (example- Tourist Destinations)

NOTES:
(1) Cardinal directions displayed with route numbers shall
be yellow uppercase text and may be reduced in
height to 2/3 to 3/4 of the letter height of the route
number (see Details 4.24.1 and 4.24.2).
(2) Cardinal directions may also be used to indicate the
division of an area or town. In this case the text shall
be white uppercase, and shall be placed within
brackets. The letter size may be reduced to 2/3 or 3/4

Fig 4.24
GUIDANCE

of the main letter height (see Detail 4.24.3).
(3) Detail4.24.4 illustrates examples of tourist destinations
which include cardinal directions in the place name. In
this case the text should be white and in normal sized
upper/lowercase lettering.
(4) In the above details a letter height factor "1" equates to
"7d" and a factor "2/3" or "3/4" equates to "7d *”.

The Use of Cardinal Directions or Areas
SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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Fig 4.25
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Symbol Positioning and Orientation
SADC - RTSM - VOL
1
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4.4.1

DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES
4.4

DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.1 General
1

2

In order that guidance signs displaying text in the form of
letters, numerals, and punctuation marks may be
adequately designed to fulfil their function, the size of
text to be used on the sign must be determined according
to a number of factors.

factors to the effectiveness of the whole signing system are
covered in Chapter 1.
2

The adequacy or otherwise of a specific letter size to
enable drivers to read guidance sign messages in the
shortest possible time has been the subject of much
research in many countries. Many factors affect the
results of such research, not least of which relate to the
physical characteristics of the driver population of a
specific country.

(a) the sign mounting position, i.e. ground - or side mounted, or overhead mounted;
(b) the letter style used on the signface;
(c) legibility factor;
(d) the visual acuity of drivers;
(e) the luminance of the signface;
(f) whether the text will be displayed in the normal
arrangement of upper and lowercase letters, or in
uppercase letters only;
(g) the speed of traffic on the approach to the sign(s);
(h) the amount of information displayed on the sign;
(i) the horizontal and/or vertical displacement of the
sign from the direction of m o v e m e n t of vehicles
(see Figure 4.26).
..:

3 The methods covered in this section and the
values accepted for various variables have been
derived jointly from local and overseas research.
Research is likely to continue and in time
refinements to the factors and principles
involved may result.
4

The characteristics of the DIN 1451 Part 2 letter Styles ·
A" and "B" are covered in paragraph 4.1.1.7, F i g u r e
4.4, Subsection 4.1.5, and Figure 4.16. Since the letter
style is fully proportional it may be reproduced to any
letter height by factoring the basic letter sizes of 112 mm
(uppercase) and 80 mm (lowercase). In practice it has
been found advantageous to standardise on eight pairs of
sizes of letters, although this does not preclude the use
of other sizes. It should be noted, however, that
manufacturers are only likely to carry dies relating to
the standard sizes. New sets of dies are costly to
produce and are not warranted for non-standard letter
sizes unless large numbers of letters are required.
Letters can be cut to any size from vinyl or retroreflective
materials by computerised cutting machines. This latter
technique is particularly cost effective for small letter
sizes. The standard letter sizes for use on guidance
signs are:

3 Ground-mounted and overhead signs are dealt with
in separate figures and nomograms. Warrants for the use
of overhead signs are given in Section 4.1.
4

Styles "A" and "8" lowercase letters have different legibility
factors. Research in South Africa has shown that, for drivers
with a visual acuity of 1 the legibility factors for Style "A"
letters are 0,518 metres/millimetre (m/mm) of letter height
during daylight and 0,306 m/mm during the night. The
equivalent legibility factors determined for Style "B" are
0,713 m/mm during daylight and 0,396 m/mm during
night. Research has also shown that 85% of South African
drivers have a visual acuity of 1,14 minutes of arc. On the
basis of this research a legibility factor of 0,5m/mm has been
adopted to derive the letter sizing nomograms. A legibility
factor of 0,5 m/mm means that a driver with a
visual acuity of 1,14 can read a 100 mm high
lowercase letter at a di stance of 50 m. The legibility
distance at which the sign is deemed to become legible can
thus be determined once a letter size is chosen.
Alternatively, for a required legibility distance, a letter size
may be specified. The legibility factor is also dependent on
the luminance of the sign.

5

In the context of the acceptance of the value for the
legibility factor of 0,5 m/mm it should be noted that
drivers with a visual acuity as low as 2 may hold a
drivers licence, and the night-time values of the
legibility factor for both Styles "A" and "B" are
below 0,4 m/mm. It is therefore evident that every
effort should be made, when designing according to the
given parameters, to ensure that the luminance of
signs at night is optimised. This can be achieved by one or
more of the following techniques:

112/80 mm, 140/100 mm, 175/125 mm, 210/150 mm,
280/200 mm, 350/250 mm, 420/300 mm, and 490/350
mm.
These metric sizes bear no relationship to former
imperial (inch) sizes used on guidance signs.
5

Smaller letter sizes will be required for use on STREET
NAME signs GL1. The selection of letter sizes for
STREET NAME signs is not linked to the message
displayed. Recommended sizes are given in Subsection
4.6.4.

6

Dimensional details of letters, numerals, and punctuation
marks, together with the spacing tables for the 112/80
mm base letter size are given in Volume 4, Chapter
11. This same Chapter includes full size examples of all
letters, numerals and punctuation marks in Styles "A"
and "B" for letter size 140/100 mm.

4.4.2Design Factors
1 The meanings of the various terms used in this section are
given in Chapter 10: Glossary of Terms. The
relationship of various factors contained in formulae
used to derive nomograms from which letter sizes may be
determined are illustrated in various figures and tables
given, with the nomograms, at the end of this section.
Further general comment on the importance of these
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The determination of an adequate height of letter in
order to transfer a required guidance message to drivers
is dependent on a number of factors, namely:

(a) the use of retroreflective materials which have
higher than normal retroreflective values for the
manufacture of sign letters (the luminance of the
message will be improved if the luminance contrast
ratio between the letters and the signface
background material is kept as high as possible);
(b) the internal or external illumination of signs;
(c) control over the specification and maintenance of
vehicle headlamp settings and light distribution;
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4.4.2

a sign with two or more eye movements. In
between these sign reading eye movements the
driver's eye should return to check the vehicle
movement in relation to the roadway and other
traffic. The checking eye movements are likely to
l ast at l east 1,0 seconds each time. The overall
time that a sign should be available for reading (T)
therefore needs to be increased over the reading
time required (t) based on the amount of
information on the signface. As a general rule it
could be argued that the reading time required
should be increased by up to 1,0 seconds for
every 1,5 seconds of reading time required by
the message. This factor should particularly be
borne in mind when considering signs with over
6 "bits" of information, and also when sign
reading times and/or driver reactions, in order to
exit or turn, are under pressure from other factors
such as the high risk of signs being obscured by
traffic or a difficulty in finding gaps in traffic in
order to make lane changing manoeuvres (see
Chapter 1).

(d) improved road surface reflection;
(e) careful placement of signs in relation to the headlamp
beam pattern.
6

The use of text on guidance signs in uppercase letters
only is reserved for very limited applications. These
applications are all on LOCATION signs which utilize
dark coloured letters on a light coloured background. In
addition the displays are limited to a maximum of two or
three "bits" of information per sign.

7

Style "A" letters may be used in place of Style "B" letters
under certain circumstances. If a very long name is
likely to result in a lot of wasted signface area the name
may be displayed in Style “A” lettering. In urban areas,
where space is often limited, the use of Style "A"
lettering may permit the use of a DIRECTION sign
when the same sign using Style "B" lettering cannot be
accommodated in the space available. It should be
borne in mind, however, that the night-time
legibility factor of Style "A" lettering is some 40%
below the value used for the nomograms and
other standard details given. Consideration should
therefore be given to offsetting this factor by using a larger
Style "A" letter size than would have been used in Style "B",
or by using higher retroreflectivity materials or sign
illumination.

8

9

The action of driving depends upon the continual use of
vision. A driver's act of reading a sign s h o u l d not
distract his attention from the task of driving
safely in the prevailing traffic conditions more
than is absolutely necessary.
The speed of traffic on the approach to a sign, in conjunction
with the legibility distance, determines the reading time
available to a driver. The reading time begins at the legibility
distance and ends when the sign disappears from the
driver's acceptable cone of vision in either the horizontal or
vertical plane. The cone of vision is determined by the
horizontal or lateral displacement of a ground- or sidemounted sign and the vertical displacement of an
overhead sign. The faster a vehicle travels between these
two points the less time is available to a driver to read and
interpret a sign. A horizontal cone of vision of a
maximum of 15° has been adopted. Research has
shown that beyond 15° it becomes difficult for a
driver to safely determine the alignment of the road
ahead whilst reading a sign. A vertical cone of
vision of 7°,based on vehicle characteristics, has
been adopted. These values are consistent with those
used in other countries.

10 The amount of information displayed on the signface
also affects the reading time. For convenience the
information can be determined as a number of "bits".
"Bits" of information may comprise text in the form of
easily identifiable groups such as interchange numbers
and route numbers, or destination names, commonly
displayed in conjunction with arrows and/or symbols of a
wide range of types. Whilst it is possible to design a
sign for a specific number of "bits" of
information, it is generally recommended that the
maximum number of "bits" of information used on
a guidance sign should be 10 "bits". The "bit"
values attached to the different signface components are
de- tailed in Figure 4.27.
11 It should be noted that it is generally accepted
that drivers' attention should not be diverted from
their primary task of safe vehicle control for
periods much in excess of 1,50 seconds. In order
therefore to read a sign requiring 3 or more
seconds, drivers will normally have to read such
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4.4.3 Reading Time Formulae
1

Determination of the reading time required (t) for a sign
and the reading time available (T) has been researched
in a number of countries with wide ranging results.

2

The formula for reading time required (Formula 1)
adopted for this edition of the Manual is based on that
derived by Australian researchers. The Australian formula
was derived under laboratory conditions devoid of the
normal distractions pertaining when driving on busy
roads. Based on South African research and
experience the formula has been adapted by the
addition of Distraction Factor D. Details of the
formulae and Distraction Factor D are given in Figures
4.27 to 4.30.

3

The values determined from Formula 1 for the reading
time required for a sign relate directly to the number of
"bits" of information on the sign. These are factored
according to the level of driver distraction likely to be
experienced on a specific road.

4

Formulae 2 to 5 relate to the physical characteristics of the
roadway and the sign location, and to the approach speed
of traffic. These formulae can be used to determine the
reading time available to traffic as a result of these
physical characteristics. In order to adequately design a
guidance sign, or system of guidance signs, the
reading time available shall be at least equal to the
reading time required for the sign message and it
should preferably be greater to allow for higher
than anticipated levels of distraction and other
incident processing required of drivers.

5

Tables 4.1 to 4.4 illustrate the relationship between
reading time required (t) and the reading time available (T)
for a range of speeds and letter sizes. For the
purposes of these tables the signs concerned have
been assumed to be ground-mounted, offset 15m from the
normal line to the furthest vehicle path, and the road has
been assumed to have characteristics appropriate to a
Distraction Factor value of 1,25. In addition the values
of legibility factor of 0,5 m/mm and limiting horizontal
cone of vision of 15° have been used. For these
examples the horizontal cone of vision equal to 15°
results in a distance at which the sign effectively
disappears from the drivers' vision of 56 m.
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.4 Selection of Letter Sizes
1

2

3

It is clearly not practical to decide on a unique
letter size for each individual guidance sign which
forms part of a system. In practice decisions on
l etter sizes should be made on a systematic basis
related to the common values of the various
relevant parameters prevailing within a specific
guidance signing system. Thus, for example,
STACK-TYPE DIRECTION signs GD2 which are
primarily of interest to turning traffic travelling at
reduced speeds, and located in a standard position in
the far left corner of a junction, may be manufactured to
one standard letter size based on either a typical
message display, or the "worst case" display, provided
the range of message displays is reasonably constant
(up to 6 "bits" of information), and the factors mentioned
are not significantly varied. Generally the letter sizes should
not be reduced from the "norm" when short messages
occur (2 or 3 "bits"). Consideration should, however, be
given to increasing the letter size for individual signs
displaying 8, 10 or more "bits" of information. There is
generally sufficient flexibility in the standard sizing of
letters, to permit the design of almost all signs, within a
guidance sign system operated by an authority, using
two or three of the standard letter sizes.
The guidance signface layout designs which have
been developed and are detailed in this chapter use a
number of factors which, with the necessary awareness
of drivers and education by authorities, can improve on
the reading times given in Formula 1.The use of specific,
easily recognisable colour codes and standard positions
for interchange numbers, route numbers, distances and
arrows mean that these items can be located, read and
comprehended more rapidly than the average rate for
other, more random, parts of the sign message. In fact
many decisions can be made by drivers based simply
on these items of information. Alternatively the need to
read a full signface in order to locate a required item of
information may be avoided because the search
process is reduced by standardised layouts.
Letter sizes for guidance signs may be determined
using the formulae, or by using the nomograms, given in
the following figures. A number of representative
worked examples are given in Figures 4.36 and 4.37.

MAY 2012

4

The selection of a suitable lower case letter size is
a decision which is based on a compromise of a
wide range of factors. In the absence of more
authoritative and
appropriate research the
nomograms given in Figures 4.31 to 4.35 offer an
effective and quick method of determining an
adequate letter size for normal sign designs. If the
application of a nomogram results in an example falling on
the line between two letter sizes, the smaller letter size
should not automatically be chosen. The following
factors should be considered in making the decision
whether to use the smaller or larger letter sizes
(a) are traffic volumes likely to increase significantly
during the life of the sign? (commonly 10 years);
(b) does the sign have an above average number of
"bits" of information? (in which case the factors
considered in paragraph 4.4.2.11 are more likely to
come into effect);
(c) are the mounting or locating circumstances of the
sign significantly different to others in the system of
which it forms part?
(d) are particularly complex manoeuvres required of
drivers in reaction to the sign message?
(e) is there any likelihood that the characteristics of the
driver population using the sign are significantly
different to normal (visual acuity or reading capability)?
(f) is the sign likely to be illuminated?

5 The specific principles covered by this section (and
incorporated into the nomograms) should be used
individually, as appropriate, by sign designers particularly
when signs with characteristics well beyond the "norms"
of the basic guidance signing system provided by an
authority are required. They should also be used to
check the relevant sight and reading distance
aspects of more complex road geometric layouts
in relation to likely sign positions and the
manoeuvres required by drivers in reaction to
sign messages in order to change lanes, weave,
merge or exit from one route to another. The use
of decision sight distance as a design "tool" is
recommended under such conditions
(see
Subsection 4.9.2).
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TABLE 4.1

SPEED CONVERSIONS

km/h

m/s

60
80
100
120

16,67
22,22
27,78
33,33

Legibility distance (m)

Letter Heights (mm)
175/125
210/150
280/200
350/250
420/300

62
75
100
125
150

\

Reading distance (m)

Reading Time (sec)

80

60

TABLE 4.4
"Bits" of Information (N)
4
6
8
10
12

0,36
1'14
2,64
4,14
5,64

6
19
44
69
94

Speed (km/h)
100

0,27
0,86
1,98
3,11
4,23

READING TIME REQUIRED (t)

0,22
0,68
1,58
2,48
3,38

120
0,18
0,57
1,32
2,07
2,82

TABLE4.4

Reading Time (sec)
1,34
2,14
2,94
3,74
4.54

where
Legibility factor “ft”
Lateral displacement “x”
Horizontal cone of vision “Ɵ”
Disturbance factor “D”
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TABLE4.3

READING TIME AVAILABLE {T)

TABLE 4.3

175/125
210/150
280/200
350/250
420/300

TABLE 4.2

MAXIMUM LEGIBILITY DISTANCE (dt)

TABLE 4.2

Letter Heights (mm)

TABLE 4.1

=
=
=
=

0,5 m/mm
15 m
15o
1,25
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

Detail4.26.1

Lateral Displacement:
Rural Class A

Detail 4.26.3
Lateral Displacement:
Urban Class A or B

Detail 4.26.5

Detail 4.26.2

Lateral Displacement:
Rural Class B

Detail 4.26.4

Lateral Displacement:
Rural Urban Class C or D

Vertical Displacement of Overhead Signs: x = 6 - 8 m

NOTES:
(1) Lane dimensions given are representative only.
Actual dimensions should be used to determine "x".

Fig 4.26
MAY 2012

(2) Values for "x" may be used in formulae in Figures
4.29 and 4.30 or in the Nomograms in Figures 4.31
to 4.35.

Lateral and Vertical Displacement of Guidance Signs
SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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4.4.6

NOTES:
(1) The value of "N" should be determined by adding the
"Bits" for all signface components and generally
rounding up to a whole number.
(2) The "Map-type arrow group" includes the arrow, the
distance and the straight-on route number.
(3) The use of Distraction factor "0" assumes that the
driver's attention may be diverted by the driving task

Fig 4.27
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during the reading time required for the sign.
(4) The upward pointing arrow cluster should be
increased to 2 "bits" for 5 or more arrows in a
cluster. This factor EXCLUDES distance and/or
route numbers which shall be added.
(5) See Subsection 4.4.3.

Formula for Reading Time Required for Guidance Signs

SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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4.4.7

DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

NOTES:
(1) See Figures 4.29 and 4.30 for application of formulae
to ground-mounted and overhead sign letter size
determination calculations.
(2) For overhead signs "x" is measured from the road

Fig 4.28
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surface and should be reduced by the driver's eye
height of 1,05 m. See Figure 4.30.
(3) The value of "T" should be equal to or greater than
the value of "t".

Formulae Used to Determine Letter Sizes
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.8

NOTES:
(1)

The letter size determined relates to the reading
time required to read a specific sign. The complete
sign design must ensure that this reading time is

Fig 4.29
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available to drivers (see Subsections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4, and
Tables 4.1 to 4.4).

Determination of Letter Sizes for Ground Mounted Signs
SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.9

NOTES:
(1) See Figure 4.29 and Nomograms in Figures 4.31 to 4.35.

Fig 4.30
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Determination of Letter Sizes for Overhead Signs
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.10

NOTES:
(1) Worked example shown in chain dot line.
(2) See Figures 4.32 to 4.35 for further
nomograms.

Fig 4.31
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(3) Details relating to various factors "x", ·o·, "N", etc.
and formulae used to derive the nomogram are
given in Figures 4.26 to 4.30.

General Nomogram for Determination of Letter Sizes:
Ground Mounted Signs
SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.11

NOTES:
(1) Details r e l a t i n g to various factors "x", "0", "N", etc. and
formulae used to d e r i v e the nomogram are given in
Figures 4.26 to 4.30.

Fig 4.32
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(2) For further nomograms see Figures 4.31 and 4.33 to 4.35.
(3) Examples plotted are detailed in Detail 4.36.1.
See rear of Manual binder for blank copies of
nomograms.

Nomogram for Determination of Letter Sizes:
Ground Mounted Signs - Factor D = 1,0
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.12

.Q

NOTES:
(1) Details relating to various factors "x", "0", "N", etc. and
formulae used to derive the nomogram are given in
Figures 4.26 to 4.30.

(3) Examples plotted are detailed in Detail
4.36.1. See rear of Manual binder for blank
copies of nomograms.

(2) For further nomograms see Figures 4.31, 4.32, 4.34
and 4.35.

Fig 4.33
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Nomogram for Determination of Letter Sizes:
Ground Mounted Signs - Factor D = 1,25
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.13

NOTES:
(1) Details relating to various factors "x", "D", "N" etc. and
formulae used to derive the nomogram are given in
Figures 4.26 to 4.30.

(3) Examples plotted are detailed in Figure 4.36. See rear of
Manual binder for blank copies of nomograms

(2) For further nomograms see Figures 4.31 to 4.33 and
4.35.

Fig 4.34
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Nomogram for Determination of Letter Sizes:
Ground Mounted Signs - Factor D 0

=
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DETERMINATION OF LETTER SIZES

4.4.14

NOTES:
(1) Details relating to various factors "x", "D", "N", etc. and
formulae used to derive the nomogram are given in
Figures 4.26 to 4.30.

Fig 4.35
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(2)

See Figures 4.31 to 4.34 for further nomograms.

(3)

Examples plotted are detailed in Figure 4.37. See
rear of Manual binder for blank copies of
nomograms.

Nomogram for Determination of Letter Sizes:
Overhead Signs - Factor D = 1,50
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TABLE 4.5

RECOMMENDED LETTER SIZES - RURAL SIGNS

Road Class
Overhead

Ground Mounted

Operating
Speed
(km/h)

A1
8
8,C
8,C,D
8
8,C,D

For

D=1,0

N=8(Direction)

Letter size (mm)

Sign
Displacement
X(m)

120
120
100
120
100
80
80

A1,A2

8
15
8
8
8
8
8

TABLE 4.5

Direction
(2-3)
(2)
(2-3)
(1)
{1)
(2-3)
(1)

N=S(Tourism)

Tourism

490/350
350/250
420/300
280/200
280/200
350/250
210/150

280/200
210/150
175/125
1751125

D=1.5(0verhead)

.
TABLE 4.6

RECOMMENDED LETTER SIZES - URBAN SIGNS

Road Class
Overhead

Ground Mounted

Operating
Speed
(km/h)

A1
A1
A1
A1
8
B,C
8
8,C
8,C,D
8,C,D

For

D=1,5

Sign
Displacement
X(m)
8
15
8
15
8
13
8
9
6
6

100
100
80
80
80
80
60
60
60
50

N=6(Direction)

TABLE 4.6
Lettersize (mm)
Direction

(2-3)
(3)
(2-3)
(3)
(2-3)
(2)
(2-3)
(2)
(1)
(1)

N=3(Tourism)

350/250
350/250
350/250
350/250*
350/250
280/200
280/200
210/150
175/125
175/125*

Tourism
280/200
280/200
210/150
210/150
210/150
210/150
210/150
140/100
140/100*
112/80

D=1.5(0verhead)

Where * =Next lower letter size is optional.

NOTES:
(1) The letter sizes given here are for specific values of
"D", "N" and "X"-consult the nomograms for different
values.
(2) Guidance sign design for a complex traffic
environment shall include a check on the required

MAY 2012

reading time and a review of the letter size (see
Subsections 4.4.2 and4.4.3).
(3) The number of lanes used to derive values of "X"
is indicated in brackets thus (2).
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4.4.16

NOTES:
(1) Letter sizes derived from appropriate nomogram.
(2) Details 4.36.2 and 4.36.3 will normally be mounted

Fig 4.36
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almost straight ahead of approaching traffic, resulting in
low values of "x".

Worked Examples: Ground-Mounted Signs
SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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NOTES:
(1) Letter sizes derived from appropriate Nomogram.
(2) (2) Value extrapolated from Fig 4.35.

Fig 4.37
MAY 2012

(3) Arrows in Details 4.37.1 and 4.37.2 treated as Stacktype arrows to derive "N".

Worked Examples: Overhead Signs
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URBAN GUIDANCE SIGNING
4.5

4.5.1

URBAN GUIDANCE SIGNING

4.5.1 General
1

2

The guidance signing system has been developed
around rural needs and extended to cover additional
needs of urban, and peri-urban, environments. As such,
certain sign types, or "tools" of the system, are more
commonly used in urban areas i.e. LOCATION signs,
which include STREET NAME signs GL1 and
SUBURB NAME signs GL2, and which have the
specific function of making road users aware of where
they are (which, if they have navigated successfully,
could be where they actually want to be).The ultimate
result of this state of affairs, when taken in the context of
large urban or metropolitan areas in particular, is that
there is a wide range of optional levels of guidance
signing available for application in such areas. This
section has been included to assist those responsible
for providing guidance signs in urban areas approach
their task in a structured manner (see also Volume 2,
Chapter 9: Urban Guidance Signing, which covers
specific levels and applications in detail).

5

The design and application of guidance signs in urban
areas requires a disciplined approach to the
understanding and putting into effect of the following
basic principles (see Section 1.1.9 for fuller details):

6

(i) regional centres of economic activity;
(ii) traffic generators;
(iii) concentrations of population;
(iv) transient tourist population;
(v) (terminal) junctions of numbered routes.
7

Practitioners should beware of dealing with the task of
destination selection in an urban area in too parochial
a manner. In particular, destinations which may
appear correct on an historical basis, may have little
orientational value to a stranger. A more effective end
product is likely to result from an assessment of
candidate destinations from the perspective of the
driving seat of a stranger.

8

It is an accepted principle of the development of
"on-trip" aids to navigation that they cannot be expected
to function effectively without up-to-date maps being
available to strangers, and, that strangers are prepared
to make use of such maps. It is therefore of
fundamental importance that the guidance signing
system and the maps correlate accurately. To this end
map-makers must be kept aware of detail changes to
the system.

9

In addition to liaison with map-makers, urban
authorities must be prepared to take steps to create
awareness amongst road users of the principles upon
which their guidance signing system is built. If the urban
area is large, or is a major tourist centre, the effort to
create awareness may need to be conducted at a
national level.

(ii) sign information function:
(b) system efficiency:
(i) functional requirements;

(i) clear and simple message transfer to road
users;
(ii) message transfer factors;
(d) information display:
(i) use symbols where possible;
(ii) display a standard amount of information in
a standard way;
(iii) limit the total amount of information.
4

In the urban context road users can broadly be
considered to fall into one of two categories:
(a) regular or familiar users of the road network (commuters);

MAY 2012

In order to satisfy the needs of these "strangers" the
guidance signing system must display destinations
which will be effective. It is not an easy task, particularly
in a large urban area, to select appropriate destination
names. The destination selection process (see also
Chapter 8), must take account of the need to:
(a) provide adequate navigational orientation;
(b) consider the proximity of other potentially familiar
destinations;
(c) recognise the importance of :

(a) navigation (see Chapter 8);
(i) primary aids (see Figure 4.3);

(ii) criteria to meet these functional requirements;
(c) signface design function:

The guidance signing system is primarily provided for
the latter category of user. "Strangers" can be
considered to include:
(a) long-distance travellers passing through or making
use of the services in an urban area;
(b) commercial drivers collecting and delivering goods;
(c) local residents in a part of the urban area outside
the sphere of influence of their normal commuting
activities.

The following sign types make up the guidance sign
class, and an urban guidance signing system is based
on their use:
(a) LOCATION signs in the GL series;
(b) ROUTE MARKER signs in the GE series- including
TRAILBLAZER signs;
(c) DIRECTION signs in the GO series;
(d) FREEWAY DIRECTION signs including the GA,
GB and GC series;
(e) LOCAL DIRECTION signs in the GDL series;
(f) TOURISM DIRECTION signs in the GF series;
(g) DIAGRAMMATIC signs in the GS series;
(h) PEDESTRIAN signs in the GP series; and
(i) TOLL LOCATION and DIRECTION signs, which
are variations specifically for toll route use.

3

(b) strangers.

10 In order to create an effective urban guidance signing
system attention must be given to a detailed
classification of the urban street network (see Figure
1.4 and Subsections 4.5.3 and 4.5.5).
11 The principles used throughout this Manual, and
specifically in developing the concepts covered in this
section, are based on an awareness of the human
factors involved (see Section 1.7), and on the road
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safety philosophy of "positive guidance" (see Section
1.8).Those practitioners dealing with guidance signing in
urban areas are recommended to familiarise themselves with these subjects.
12

Outdoor advertising (see Section 1.9) can have a
particularly adverse effect on guidance signing systems if
it is permitted to compete directly for driver’s attention in
the areas commonly used to locate guidance signs. For
this reason urban authorities should, in formulating control
policies for outdoor advertising, pay particular attention to
potential conflicts between advertising signs and
guidance signs. (The South African Department of
Environmental Affairs and Tourism has recently
published a manual called "The South African Manual
for Outdoor Advertising Control" (SAMOAC), which is
relevant and recommended.)

particularly urban guidance signs, have developed a
structured hierarchy. This structured approach is
demonstrated in the form of "layers" of guidance
information as they are represented to drivers in Figure
4.3.
7

The most important group, that of DIRECTION signs,
within their own group conform to a hierarchy which is
demonstrated to road· users in the form of a sign
background colour code. In this way direction signs
used at the highest1evel in the road network have a
blue background colour and those at lower levels have a
green background. In addition to this basic hierarchy
supplementary direction may be given, subject to the
appropriate warrants, for local destinations on white
signs or for tourist destinations on brown signs. At the
local level in the urban road network local and/or tourist
direction signs may be the only direction signs provided
(see Section 4.0).

8

There is also an established hierarchy for the information
that appears on direction signs. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.38 and listed below:

4.5.2 Concept of Urban Guidance Signing
1

2

When drivers undertake a journey through or into an
area with which they are not familiar they invariably
require assistance in the form of navigational aids in
order to reach their final destination safely and with
minimum disruption to other traffic. Information needed in
order to navigate successfully through the road
network should be obtained initially before starting the
journey from maps, road reports or from directions
given in the form of written or verbal messages, AND
whilst on the journey from roadside aids. These
roadside aids comprise the guidance sign class.
A journey may start in one urban area, proceed primarily
through rural areas but pass through varying sizes of
town on the way, and end in another urban area.
Alternatively a journey into an unfamiliar area may
occur wholly within a large metropolitan area. The
potential need on such journeys to navigate through
several changes of direction is normally much greater in
an urban area than in a rural area. This need is
catered for by urban guidance signs.

3

Urban guidance signs are used to give directional
information to assist drivers to proceed in the correct
direction at a junction during their journey. They are
also used to give reassurance after turns have been
made and to identify "landmarks" along the way. In
particular urban guidance signs must identify the final
destination on the journey in the form of a street name
and some form of property identification.

4

The amount of guidance signing provided in an urban
area will tend to vary according to the position of the
particular street within the urban street network hierarchy,
although other factors do affect the signing level.

5

Urban guidance signing as a signing system is structured
in a hierarchical manner into primary and secondary
levels, supplemented as necessary by tourism and
local direction signs. The destinations used on
primary and secondary level signs provide
directional orientation to drivers, whereas the
destinations on tourism and l ocal direction signs
should be only of supplementary significance at
a local signing level.

6

The whole process of providing road traffic signs has
been structured in an orderly manner to assist those
who provide the signs, signals and markings to do so in
terms of the overall signing system objectives of
conformity, accuracy, uniformity, consistency and
continuity. Within this overall system guidance signs, and

GUIDANCE

(a) primary information - street name or other
locational information and, when appropriate, route
numbers;
(b) secondary information- orientation destinations;
(c) tertiary information - supplementary local and/or
tourist destinations.
9

In addition there is a further hierarchy which is relevant to
the level of urban guidance signing to be used,
namely the urban street classification. (All these different
levels of importance are covered in greater detail in
Volume2, Chapter 9.)

10 The most important overall objective of this section is to
establish urban guidance signing practices which will allow
all sizes of urban authority to establish an "Urban
Guidance Signing Plan" for their town or city.
11 Such "Urban Guidance Signing Plans" will vary in
detail according to the position occupied by the town in the
regional, provincial or national road network. They should
also offer an affordable, staged implementation plan which
should concentrate on the basic requirements first whilst
always aiming for the ultimate goal of as close to perfect
an urban guidance signing system as possible.

4.5.3
1

Urban Street Hierarchy

In planning and traffic engineering terms roads tend to be
categorised according to the mobility they provide for
traffic or the accessibility they offer to users of the road
network. These concepts are just as appropriate to
the consideration of a classification for urban
streets for signing purposes since most urban
streets cater for both functions, with one
predominating over the other to varying degrees.
Urban streets have been classified in a number of
different ways in the past for different purposes. In
order to establish a structured approach to the
provision of urban guidance signing it is necessary to
determine a classification system for urban streets
which can be related to preferred levels of guidance
signing. It should be noted, however, that under
typical urban conditions the ability to provide
direction signs, or not, is dictated as frequently
by the availability, or otherwise, of space to
accommodate the signs, as it i s by the
requirement to conform to a particular preferred
signing treatment.
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Guidance Sign Information Hierarchy
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sub-categories such as "scenic arterials" or "shopping
arterials" and are numbered routes);
(d) Tertiary (or Limited) arterials have an above
average degree of traffic f riction or conflict and are
particularly limited in their ability to cater for traffic
growth (they are streets from which traffic might be
expected to migrate if given a more attractive
alternative street or route) - in reality they are
commonly unnumbered routes attempting to carry
too much traffic for their physical dimensions or
frequency of direct access which result in congestion
due to high levels of turning movements;
(e) Local Collector-distributor streets are those
streets which provide frequent direct access to
frontage properties, collect traffic from local streets,
and distribute traffic from arterials;
(f) Local residential streets are those streets which
are wholly within a neighbourhood bounded by
arterials and/or local collector-distributor streets their function is that of local access and they should
preferably not be connective.

Terminology relating to categories of street has also
varied in the past. The following basic terms are used in
this chapter to describe the functions of different types
of street:
(a) Arterial streets are those streets forming a network
of routes whose main function is to carry the major
traffic movements within the metropolitan or urban area
with the emphasis on mobility (different traffic and
frontage conditions may require sub-categorisation
whereby some streets can be expected, and
encouraged, to provide more mobility than others) arterials are usually numbered and include freeways;
(b) Collector-distributor streets are those arterial or
local streets
along which
mobility
and
accessibility have approximately equal priority;
(c) Local streets are all streets not classified as arterial.
Local streets should lie wholly within a local traffic
area bounded by arterial streets (or other physical
features) and should have the primary function to
provide accessibility. Local streets should not be
numbered routes.
These categories are illustrated in Figures 4.39 and
4.40.

3

5

The selection of routes through smaller towns or cities will
almost certainly be carried out by provincial or national
road authorities as the towns are likely to have grown up
around a regional, provincial or national route. As towns
develop it will become necessary to establish a broader
street hierarchy. At such a time the urban authorities
should assess their street network for candidate Class "A",
"B1", "B2", "C1" and "C2" streets.

6

Once this initial assessment has been made the function
of each route should be evaluated in terms of the
following criteria to establish the mobility/accessibility
characteristics (see Section 8.4);

Urban streets may be classified into one of the following
classes:
(a) Class "A" - Urban Freeway Arterial (a numbered
route).
This class may be sub-divided into:
(i) Class "A1" a dual carriageway freeway, or
(ii) Class "A2" a single carriageway freeway;
(b) Class "B1"- Primary Arterial (a numbered route);
(c) Class "B2" - Secondary Arterial (a numbered
route);
(d) Class "C1"- Tertiary (or Limited) Arterial;
(e) Class "C2" - Local Collector-distributor Streets;
(f) Class "D" - Local Residential Streets.

4

These concepts are illustrated in Figures 4.39 and 4.40.

(a) "familiarity" or trip generating potential of orientation
point destinations as indicated by:
(i) whether it is a city or town (grade could be an
indicator), residential suburb or industrial area;
(ii) other local attractor/generator of traffic such as a
shopping centre or teaching institution;
(b) the road type and quality;
(c) the trip characteristics such as:

The following are functional descriptions of the above
classes of street:
(a) Urban freeway arterials are those streets which
have a strictly limited number of access points and
have grade separated junctions thereby offering the
highest level of mobility (to be signed using blue
background freeway signs such streets should be
designated as Class "A1" freeways by the provision,
at their points of access, of sign R401 - although
unlikely to occur in urban areas there is a lower order
of freeway, classified as Class "A2" which should be
designated as such by display of sign R402 - Class
"A2" freeways have a single carriageway with no
central median but do have grade-separated
junctions - the direction signs for Class "A2" freeways
have a green background);
(b) Primary arterials are those at grade routes for
which the most important function is to provide
mobility on main through routes for metropolitan or
urban traffic not catered for by freeway arterials these streets will be expected to cater for above
average traffic growth and will carry route numbers;
(c) Secondary arterials are those streets which have
mobility/accessibility functions which may vary
considerably (secondary arterials may include special

GUIDANCE

(i) traffic volumes;
(ii) trip time;

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

7

(iii) trip length;
(iv) trips for leisure;
numbered routes should connect to other numbered
routes;
numbered routes should not regularly change
direction at junctions;
numbered routes should not double back, cross
themselves or another specific numbered route more
than once;
an assessment of the accumulated time and cost
savings for the majority of road users in comparison to
an alternative route.

The next step in this route optimisation process is to
actually classify the chosen routes as Class "A", "B1",
"B2", "C1" or "C2" as appropriate to their importance,
prior to being allocated a route number if classified as
Class "B2" or higher.
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Urban Street Hierarchy
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8

At this stage it is appropriate to consult other interested
parties such as road user groups, and road planning
and management groups to test the validity of the
allocations. These groups should be consulted again
during the process of preparing the Urban Guidance
Signing Plan.

9

It is not appropriate for candidate numbered urban
routes to follow the same process used to decide
whether a rural route should qualify for a route number.
The method of classification described above and the
requirement that all Class "A", "B1" and "B2" routes be
numbered is adequate.

10 The allocation of all urban or metropolitan route
numbers shall be co-ordinated with the existing
regional, provincial and national numbered route
network to avoid the issuing of conflicting or confusing
route numbers in close proximity to each other e.g.
R24 (provincial) and M24 (metropolitan). Care needs
also to be exercised when a continuous route passes
directly from one metropolitan area to another or from
a metropolitan area into an adjacent provincial region.
In cases where the preferred number of an M-route
could clash with that of a continuing M-route or a higher
order route, actual route number allocation should be
co-ordinated through the relevant regional road
authorities. It is worthwhile, in a new numbered route
network, to establish a basic north-southIeast-west
order by allocating odd-numbers to north-south routes
and even- numbers to east-west routes. (Circular
routes can present difficulties in this regard and when
providing cardinal directions on route marker signs).
11 Once route numbers have been allocated details of the
routes and their numbers must be submitted to all map
makers and the police and other emergency services. Future
detailed route changes must be passed to emergency
services immediately and also to map makers on a
regular basis.

(a) finding the specific property which represents the
end of a trip whether in a residential suburb, in an
industrial area, or in a busy central business district
(this can be particularly difficult in a CBD when the
organisation sought is one of many tenants in an
un-numbered building);
(b) finding the specific-street in which the destination
property i s located and to turn in the correct
direction when street-name signs,.if they exist, are
not located in a consistent position and the letter
size used is not adequately l egible in the
circumstances (this difficulty may of course occur
several times during the course of a journey in a
large urban or metropolitan area).
It is easy to understand that such difficulties can arise
frequently.
2

In addition, during the intermediate levels of a trip,
drivers may be navigating using route numbers or
familiar destination names. If these are not signed
to match the expectations of d r i v e r s ,
d i f f i c u l t i e s w i l l o c c u r at this stage of a
trip. Such a problem can occur near the beginning of a
trip, at many points along the way, or near the end of
the trip in combination with the problems noted in
paragraph 4.5.4.1.

3

To minimise the effects of such difficulties the following
aspects of the navigation process are particularly
important:
(a) the provision of accurate navigational aids before
and during a trip, and
(b) driver awareness and education of the navigation
process so that expectations will tend to match what
is provided by the guidance signing system.

4

Navigational aids are available to drivers outside the
road environment for trip planning purposes and within
the road environment during a t r i p . The information
available can be graded in its importance or effective ness. Primary information is likely to permit drivers to
undertake the majority of their trip and is normally in a
very compact form i.e. a route number. At strategic
points along
the
way secondary information
supplements this primary knowledge to assist
decisions, normally associated with a change of
direction. Finally a tertiary level of information may be
offered, when warranted, to assist drivers in reaching
specific types of destination which commonly are larger
attractors or generators of traffic than individual private
or business premises e.g. meeting venues or tourist
attractions. The structure of this information process is
illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 4.3 and the
signface aspect of the information in Figure 4.38.

5

Navigational aids used by drivers during their pre-trip
planning before they commence their journey into an
unfamiliar area may include some, or all of:

12 For numbered route networks to function as
intended it is essential that the relevant road
authorities promote the routes and their numbers by
using all forms of media available. Considerable
importance is attached to the display of route
numbers to the extent that the level of signing for a
numbered route may consist of only ROUTE
MARKER signs. Such a choice may be dictated by a
lack of space for larger signs or by economic
considerations.

4.5.4 Urban Navigation Principles
1

The destination ultimately sought by virtually all
"strangers" navigating their way through a small or large
urban area is a street address. Only a very limited
number of street addresses relate directly to an item of
information appearing on guidance sign, other than, of
course, the STREET NAME sign referring to that
address. Even when the correct street has been found,
it is not uncommon that strangers have difficulty finding
the actual street number they are looking for due to
poor quality practices regarding the visibility and
continuity of property numbers. The basic navigational
difficulties which drivers are most commonly presented
with in an urban environment can be described very
simply, although they may present themselves in
widely differing ways. The following can be considered
as the most basic yet often most difficult tasks for a
driver to undertake in an unfamiliar urban environment:

GUIDANCE

(a) road maps, including:
(i) inter-town/inter-city maps
showing
route
numbers and destination (town) names and
frequently interchange exit numbers;
(ii) large detail town/city maps showing route
numbers and street names;
(iii) detailed street maps showing route numbers,
street names, directions of travel in one way
streets, and, if possible, property number
sequences (to show direction of in- crease
and decrease);
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(b) road reports;
(c) other media formats such as brochures, magazines,
newspapers, television or videos;
(d) verbal or written descriptions - which should be
transferred to, or correlated with, a road map.
How the information obtained is used is of primary
importance. It is necessary for drivers to find a suitable
way of recording the necessary information. A marked up
copy of the road map will be ideal, whether or not drivers
have an assistant "navigator" with them, but even
writing down a consecutive list of route numbers and
interchange exit numbers will be very effective for the
major part of a long journey.
6

4.5.5
1

The navigation principles described in Subsection 4.5.4
suggest a long distance journey from a large urban
area, perhaps passing through smaller urban areas,
until ending in another large urban or metropolitan area.
Trips within large urban or metropolitan areas, which
include areas, with which, travellers are not necessarily
familiar, may be carried out using exactly the same
navigating principles.

2

In determining the solution to a problem it is normally
beneficial to analyse the nature of the problem. To work
effectively urban navigation principles have to be able to
work in any type of urban street network. Urban street
networks can be categorised as follows:

The in-trip navigational aids can include road maps used
in the pre-trip planning and up-dating radio road reports,
but the information gained will be confirmed by the
information given on the various types of guidance sign
provided along the route. The information may
comprise:

(a) Level 1 - a network of minor streets comprising a
town with perhaps one or two "main" streets, none of
which warrants classification above Class "C2" (such
a description will also commonly apply to suburbs
or local traffic areas within larger urban areas);
(b) Level 2a - an essentially similar street network to
that in (a) but which may have developed around one
or two regional, provincial or national numbered
routes whereby there is one junction be- tween such
routes and the routes pass through the town without a
change of direction;
(c) Level 2b- a street network similar to that described in
(b) but where one or both of the numbered routes
changes direction within the town;
(d) Level 3 - a street network which includes several
regional, provincial or national numbered routes such a network is also likely to include identifiable
urban Class "C1" and Class "C2" streets;
(e) Level4 - a street network in which numbered urban
Class "B" ("B1" and/or "82") streets can be identified
in addition to regional, provincial or national
numbered routes - such a network normally only
occurs after one, or several contiguous, urban areas
have been designated as a metropolitan area;
(f) Level 5 - a street network in which the full range of
urban street classes, including freeways, can be
clearly identified.

(a) route numbers on:
(i) route marker and trailblazer signs;
(ii) direction and freeway direction signs;
(iii) confirmation signs;
(b) orienting destination names on:
(i) direction and freeway direction signs;
(ii) confirmation signs;
(c) local destination names on:
(i) town name, suburb name, and street name
signs;
(ii) local direction signs;
(iii) tourism direction signs;
(d) property numbers and private or commercial property
names.
7

8

Interchange numbers are commonly provided at the
interfaces between the National route freeway system
and lower order urban streets. These numbers are a
very valuable navigational aid because the appropriate
interchange number may be the only piece of information
actually needed to identity the correct exit from the
freeway (Class "A") system. It is therefore important
that road authorities ensure that information on
interchange numbers is made available to map makers
and that it is included on their maps so that there is the
best possible correlation between the maps and the
guidance signs used on the road network
The various navigational aids referred to in the previous
paragraphs can only work if drivers are aware of their
existence, and if drivers are aware what information they
should obtain from the pre-trip aids which will, with a good
degree of certainty, also be found on the in-trip aids.
Whilst drivers unfamiliar with this process may not
always have their information expectations confirmed by
guidance signs, those that are aware of the process and
are educated in its limitations and how it can be made to
work, are likely to have expectations which can indeed be
matched by guidance signs. A very important part of
the education process involves those who give
directions to drivers on to how to reach a specific
destination. They also need to know how the
navigation system works, so that they give
directions in a form that can be matched by
expected guidance signs.
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Typical Urban Street Networks

Figures 4.41 and 4.42 illustrate this range of typical
urban street networks which will all require an “Urban
Guidance Signing Plan” of lesser or greater
complexity.
3

A relatively common Southern African road network
situation involving urban areas is that of the by-pass
route. This can occur at any of the levels given in
paragraph 4.5.5.2. Figures 4.41 and 4.42 include
examples of such situations. The guidance signing of
by-passed towns requires particular care and coordination between road authorities and is covered in detail
in Chapter 8.

4.5.6 Basics of Destination Selection
1

The comments made in this subsection give guidance on
the selection of destinations for display on DIREC- TION
(and FREEWAY DIRECTION) signs on numbered
routes within urban/metropolitan areas. They do not
provide a fool-proof method of selecting a set of
orienting destinations for an urban environment. In fact, in
many instances the comments may point out potential
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problems to be avoided. The larger the urban area
becomes, generally, the more difficult it becomes to
select destination names which will be adequately
effective for strangers. The primary factor in their
selection should ultimately be their orientational value
or "power" for strangers
2

3

4

5

The emphasis on orientational value is based on the
reason for displaying destinations at all, namely to
ensure that, with a minimum of time to read the DIRECTION
sign, a stranger will quickly be able to make the correct
choice of movement at the approaching junction. The
destination names displayed need to have sufficient
"familiarity" to strangers that they will turn to the left or
right, or go straight-on, correctly towards their intended
destination.
As a general rule, DIRECTION class signs should be
provided at all junctions between Class "A" and "B", and
Class "B" with "B", routes because these junctions are
where the need for orientation is greatest. DIRECTION
signs may also be used at lower levels in the urban
street network, but at such levels signs are commonly
only warranted to indicate significant traffic generators i.e.
the need and ability to provide orientation is much
reduced and indeed less practical. As a result, when
direction signs are provided at levels below Class "B",
they are not automatically provided to cover all directions
of exit from a junction. This level of signing can, in fact,
be adequately performed by LOCAL DIRECTION or
TOURISM DIRECTION classes of sign. Such a practice
will, because of the different colour codes of the classes of
direction sign, make the relative importance of the
orientational DIRECTION signs more obvious to
strangers. (LOCAL and TOURISM DIRECTION
signs may also be used to supplement DIRECTION
signs when it is considered necessary to give direction in
addition to the orientational destinations on the
DIRECTION signs. For more details on the functions of
these supplementary classes of direction sign refer to
Sections 4.10 and 4.11.)
The choice of urban destination can be related directly to
the level of street network as detailed in paragraph
4.5.5.2. Except in a by-pass situation the destination
names which should be selected for any direction signs
required in street networks of Levels 1, 2a, 2b or 3
should be the appropriate familiar or control rural
destination identified in terms of the provisions of Volume
1, Chapter 8. In a by-pass situation the signing on the bypass rather than within the town will indicate destinations
within the town subject to the level of its internal street
network. The indication given at access points will
normally be as simple as the name of the town if there is
no destination beyond the town of any significance.
In a Level 4 network the principle for Level 1, 2a, 2b and
3 networks will apply to the destinations for direction
signs on any provincial or national numbered routes
within the urban area. The destinations to be displayed
on any direction signs on regional or urban Class "B"
numbered routes should be selected after consideration
of the following factors:
(a) the local traffic area or suburb population size (or
number of erven) which is likely to offer the best
orienting value due to its numerical importance or
"power" (if a local traffic area should encompass
several suburbs the name to be used to identify the
local traffic area as a destination should be either
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(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

the name of the largest contained suburb or one
selected by using of the factors below);
traffic composition (with particular emphasis on the
percentage of non-commuters if this is likely to
exceed the very general rule of thumb of 15%
unfamiliar users);
trip purpose (this may involve a weighting for seasonal
variations in unfamiliar users);
the need to avoid less attractive or more sensitive
areas;
a preference for a destination identified in (a) which is
at, or near, the end of the urban route.

6

In addition a candidate destination should only be
considered if the route runs through it or ends within it. All
proposed orientational destination names should be
subjected to broad scrutiny including the involvement of
local key role-players (see Figure 4.44). These roleplayers must however be clearly informed on the
purpose of the destination names and the limitations
applicable in their selection and display. The function
of identifying other possible destinations, on the way
to the indicated destination, by means of town and
suburb name signs should be made clear. The choice
of destination can be weighted because of perceived
historical values but this needs to be considered with
circumspection because it must be determined whether
this historical value has merit beyond the immediate
local area, in other words to unfamiliar drivers. The
preference for "historical" directions tends to lie with, for
example, residents giving directions to an in-coming
stranger.

7

The availability of supplementary local and tourism
signing should be taken into account in the final analysis.
It should not be necessary to display more than one
orienting destination name per exit direction from a
Class "B"/Class "B" junction. One exception to this rule
should be the inclusion of the names of major
t r a f f i c generating transport terminals of regional
importance.

8

The basis of a Level 5 network should build on that
appropriate to a Level 4 network. Class "B1" routes
destination names are likely to be the names of the
towns making up the metropolitan area or external
destinations of provincial or national importance. On
Class "B2" routes the major suburb names may replace
town names, subject to the size of the urban area and the
density of the urban route network or the signing may
simply consist of the provision of route marker signs.

9

The selection of destination names for a Class "A" route
within a Level 5 urban street network may present
specific problems. In terms of the approved policy for
urban freeway signing given in Section 4.9 the need for the
display of destination names on urban freeway
direction signs occurs as follows:
(a) on confirmation signs - for confirmation;
(b) on overhead straight-on signs- for confirmation;
(c) on exit signs at systems interchanges (normally
overhead signs) - for orientation;
(d) on direction signs on access interchange off-ramps- for
orientation when turning onto the cross street;
(e) on direction signs on the intersecting cross street
approaching the freeway - for orientation entering
the freeway.
The exit direction information given on the freeway
up to the point of exit from all urban freeway
access interchanges comprises the route
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number and street name of the intersecting street. In
a peripheral freeway route by-pass situation the name of
a control destination outside the metropolitan area on a
regional, provincial or national numbered route may be
added. The names of major traffic generators such as
transport terminals or large industrial areas may also
be added at this level, due to the nature of the traffic
generated - i.e. a relatively high percentage of unfamiliar
road users, and in the latter case due to the difficulty in
manoeuvring heavy vehicles.

inventory of existing signs. (It is very likely that any
authority which has the latter will already possess
an acceptable Urban Guidance Signing Plan and
will only need to review and refine if from time to
time.) - Figure 4.44 includes a checklist for this
process;
(b) Step 2: Discuss the existing situation with key roleplayers from the community - these role-players should
come from all sectors of the community _ including the
decision makers, those people involved in community
affairs and those affected by any actions taken typically representatives of the business, tourism and
public sectors should be involved as well as the
emergency services, civil defence and traffic officers;
(c) Step 3: From the information gained, make an
initial assessment of the street network to establish or
refine the arterial network including the recording of
existing route numbers, if any, and define provisional
local traffic areas;
(d) Step 4:Discuss the initial design with the role-players
identified in Step 2;
(e) Step 5:Review arterial assessment and extend the
classification to establish optimum routes and if necessary
allocate new route numbers and/or rationalise existing ones,
and to identify streets with a collector-distributor function
(Class “C2”) and thereby determine local traffic
neighbourhoods or communities.;
(f) Step 6: Using the criteria given in Subsection 4.5.6
select provisional destination names for the
numbered route network on the basis that these
must offer the best possible level of orientation for
strangers to the area;
(g) Step 7: Present the details of the Interim Plan,
comprising proposed
numbered routes and
destination names, together with awareness
information on the navigational process, to the
previously consulted role-players;
(h) Step 8: Refine the Interim Plan in terms of
comments received as a result of the consultation
in Step 7 and prepare a written description of all
routes.

10 Metropolitan areas, as they grow, tend to incorporate
freeway
system-to-system
interchanges.
Such
interchanges invariably handle traffic which is partly
that generated by a provincial or national network, and
partly generated by the metropolitan area. The direction
signs at such an interchange should therefore attempt
to display orientational destinations which are familiar at
the provincial or national l evel AND those necessary for
orientation at the metropolitan level. A detailed example
of such a situation is given in Subsection 8.5.6. Some
measure of compromise is almost always
necessary due to the limitations on the amount
of information and
the
task
complexity
experienced by drivers in such situations.
11 Figure 4.43 summarises the type of guidance sign
destination message which will normally be displayed on
the different classes of urban street.

4.5.7 Interim Urban Guidance Signing
P lan
1

2

In order to proceed towards the objective of a detailed
Urban Guidance Signing Plan it is recommended that
urban authorities adopt a structured approach which
should use certain basic principles but which may vary in
detail according to the size of town and the nature and
extent of the street network within the town. The
planning process can be conveniently conducted in two
parts. An Interim Plan may be prepared which will not
commit the urban authority to detailed sign design but
which should establish a complete inventory of the
existing signing system and thereby identify the scale
of any problem. It will also provide a full road
classification for the town. The complete Urban
Guidance Signing Plan can pick up where the Interim Plan
stopped and be developed to include an implementation
phase with an appropriate budget. The latter should be
detailed to the extent that it will include designs for specific
urban guidance signs. To these ends a number of
procedural steps are recommended. These are
illustrated in Figure 4.44 and are described in the
following paragraph.
The Interim Plan can be considered as a "broad-brush"
approach to the development of the Urban Guidance
Signing Plan involving the first few steps in the overall
process. To prepare an Interim Plan the following
steps are recommended:
(a) Step 1: Collect any previous work undertaken by, or
for, the authority which in any way impacts on the
provision of guidance signs in the town and create an
inventory of existing signs and other relevant data.
In some instances this may be as little as a record
of the allocated street names for a very small town, or a
wide range of detailed reports, designs and research
on the subject, up to a detailed computer based
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3

Steps 3 and 5 plus the consultative Step 4 result in the
creation of a detailed Road Classification for the town or
city. Whilst the purpose of this classification is to
enable the development of a quality urban guidance
signing system it may be of great use for other municipal
activities.

4

It is recommended that, subject to the immediate needs of
the urban area concerned, the Interim Plan be
extended to a full Urban Guidance Signing Plan as
described in Subsection 4.5.9.

4.5.8

Minimum Urban Guidance Signing

1

There are few urban authorities that have fully developed
urban guidance signing systems in place, and those
that do not, will be most unlikely to be able to
implement an Urban Guidance Signing Plan from
scratch in a short space of time (in order to make
navigation of their street networks possible).

2

An Interim Plan establishes the route classification and
main orientation destinations for a town or city, and
records existing signing. In order to implement a cohesive
Urban Guidance Signing Plan it is convenient to consider
the system information requirements as being represented
by a number of information "layers".
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Figure 4.3 shows two basic layers of guidance information
(Layers 1 and 2), and two optional supplementary layers
(Layers 3 and 4) which may be provided subject to
compliance with various warrants. Layer 1 is split into two
components represented by Layer 1A (pre-trip
information) and Layer 1B (on-trip information). It is
important that the information given by Layer 1A correlates
accurately with that provided in all the other layers.

4

Layer 1B and Layer 2 represent the important on-street
information provided in the main by guidance signs.
Provision of the signs giving the information covered by
Layer 1B must be considered as obligatory since this
level of information is the minimum necessary to
navigate urban street networks with any measure of
success.

5

If the signing level required by Layer 2, and
arrived at in terms of the Interim Plan, is
considered unaffordable it is imperative that the
information required by Layer 1B be provided.
The effect of this requirement is illustrated in Figure 4.45
for towns without numbered routes (network Level 1) and
in Figure 4.46 for towns with numbered routes (network
Levels 2a, 2b, 3, 4 and 5).

6

The example given in Figure 4.45 refers to the
absolute minimum level of urban guidance
signing which should be provided by any town.
The example illustrates one street in a Level1 town, as
illustrated in Figure 4.41 and described in Subsection
4.5.5, and therefore has no numbered routes. The
guidance signs which should be provided throughout
such a town, as an absolute minimum, are therefore:
(a) STREET NAME signs GL1 at all junctions, and
(b) TOWN NAME signs GL3 at all main points of entry
into the town, and
(c) property numbers.
If the town is big enough to have identifiable suburbs
SUBURB NAME sign GL2 may be provided as
appropriate and CONFIRMATION sign GD3 may be
provided at the town limits on any through streets.

7

Figure 4.46 shows a typical section of numbered route
within a larger town. In order to provide the minimum
acceptable level of guidance under such
circumstances the following guidance signs
should be provided in addition to property
numbers:
(a) STREET NAME signs GL1, and
(b) ROUTE MARKER signs GE12 to GE14 as
appropriate to the category of route, and
(c) DIRECTION ROUTE MARKER signs GE12.1/ GE12.2 to GE14.1/GE14.2, and
(d) TOWN NAME signs GL3, and
(e) SUBURB NAME signs GL2.
In addition CONFIRMATION sign GD3 may be
provided at the town limits on numbered streets and
ADVANCE ROUTE MARKER signs GE12.3/GE12.4/ GS12.5 to GE14.3/GE14.4/GE14.5 may be provided in
advance of a junction between two numbered routes.

8

The fact that the example includes metropolitan "M"
routes indicates that it is more representative of a Level 4
or 5 network although the minimum guidance
signing principles illustrated remain applicable
to the lower levels of network, and therefore to
the signing of regional, provincial and national
roads.
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The Class "B" route M44 (Street "A") is shown to lie in a
north-south direction. Most of the signs illustrated are for a
southbound direction of travel.
9

Other class "B" numbered routes, a provincial route
R66 and several "M" routes, are shown intersecting
route M44. For each such junction the minimum
signing for
each
approach requires the
provision of a STREET NAME sign GL1and ROUTE
MARKER signs GE12.1/12.2 or GE14.1/14.2 as
appropriate. Once again only the route marker signs
seen by drivers travelling from right-to-left are illustrated
together with representative signs for other approaches.
A ROUTE CONFIRMATION sign GE12 or GE14 should
be placed 60 m to 100 m beyond the junction on each
numbered exit.

10 Typical Class "C" streets are also shown intersecting
route M44. Crossroads are recommended to have two
STREET NAME signs GL1, whereas one such sign
should suffice at a T-junction if properly positioned.
11 All STREET NAME signs GL1 may be double sided and
because route M44 is a numbered route a
minimum letter height of 140 mm is recommended
for GL1signs. Where ROUTE MARKER and STREET
NAME signs are used at a junction they should be
mounted on common supports or in close proximity to
each other.
12 ADVANCE ROUTE MARKER signs GE12.3/12.4 or
12.5 may be specified as an option when turning lanes are
provided or sight distance to a junction is poor.
13 In urban areas all ROUTE MARKER signs should
include a letter representing the appropriate cardinal
direction. When two directions are i n d i c a t e d
the right turn sign should always be placed above
the left turn sign.
14 If a town or metropolitan area has prepared an Interim
Plan which recommends the provision of one of the
identified levels of direction signing, but is unable to
implement such a programme of signing within a 12
month period, it is recommended that the minimum
guidance signing illustrated in Figure 4.46 be
provided
within 12 months. A co-ordinated
programme can then be prepared to provide direction
signs to suit the financial resources over a medium to long
term (see Subsection 4.5.10).

4.5.9 Urban Guidance Signing Plan
1

To extend the Interim Plan to an Urban Guidance
Signing Plan the following steps, which are illustrated
in Figure 4.47, should be carried out after the completion
of Step 8 of the Interim Plan:
(a) Step 9: Record all existing street names, assess
any confusing combinations of names at junctions
with due consideration to re-naming if necessary,
and allocate names to any streets that are
unnamed. Record at least the property numbers at
the end of each block, between intersections, so that
the direction of increase or decrease in property
numbering is available for inclusion on STREET
NAME (GL1) signs, if required.
(b) Step 10: Assess the need in the area for local
destinations according to relevant warrants and
record the junctions at which LOCAL DIRECTION
signs will be required. The priority should be to
first identify the local signing needs of
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Minimum Urban Guidance Signing - No Numbered Routes
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junction at which standard direction signs
are likely to be provided in order that the
areas of greatest information pressure for
drivers can be subjected to engineering
assessment if necessary. A similar process should
be carried out for the TOURIST DIRECTION signs.
(c) Step 11: For each junction in the network on Class
"A" and "B" routes survey the relevant criteria and
determine the appropriate level of guidance sign for
each approach to such junctions (see Subsection
4.5.10 and Figure 4.48). Once this information is
obtained record the sign types required appropriate to
the chosen level of signing.
(d) Step 12: Re-assess the first allocation of guidance
signs from Steps 10 and 11 to eliminate any
sequential inconsistencies along specific routes e.g.
frequent changes in signing level from one junction to
another, either upwards or downwards in level. This
reassessment should take into account the actual
ability to upgrade lower levels of signing at isolated
junctions in terms of certain criteria e.g. the space
available for signs. If necessary the re-assessment
should involve the downgrading of some chosen
signing levels to achieve a reasonably consistent level
of signing along the route. During this process all
junctions which will be provided with a
DIRECTION sign GD2, incorporating the
intersecting street name, should be recorded
and the requirement for a stand- alone STREET
NAME sign GL1 in such a position deleted
appropriately.
(e) Step 13: Add the LOCAL and TOURIST
DIRECTION sign requirements identified in Step 10
and adjust the positions of any ADVANCE
DIRECTION signs GD1 to allow all drivers sufficient
reading time for all signs provided, OR identify options
to establish information laybys and/or centres.
(f) Step 14: At this stage the details of the plan should
now be submitted to the key role players identified
during the Interim Plan phase. Details of the Plan
should be adjusted as necessary.
(g) Step 15: Carry out the signface design for all
guidance sign types (see the checklist in Figure
4.47), allocate accurate positions for all signs and
record these details for each sign. Record sign area
quantities for budgetary purposes and prepare a
local system design for each junction.
(h) Step 16: Compare the design output from Step 15
with the inventory established in Step 1 and identify
existing signs
which
are outdated or
redundant. Adjust the budget input for any resultant
sign removal or redesign.
(i) Step 17: Prepare a budget and implementation
programme for the Urban Guidance Signing
Plan.

3

In conjunction with a minimum requirement short term
plan, and any street development and major rehabilitation
programme, a medium to long term plan to implement
the balance of the system of orientational direction signs
should be prepared so that the provision of such signs
beyond the minimum plan can be budgeted for at an
affordable rate. Such a medium to long term plan should
also take note of the local and tourist direction sign
requirements. A particular aspect of this phase of
the work should be the co-ordination of the plan
with signs provided in terms of new development
and individual applications so that, as far as
possible,
inconsistencies
in
information
display along a route are eliminated.

4

Detailed signface design can be carried out for the full
Plan once it is finalised or in phases as dictated by
budget and design resources.

5

In addition to the design of each signface in the system a
local system design should be undertaken for each
junction. This should include the following detail:
(a) allocation of a unique junction reference number
which should be co-ordinated with any existing
accident record inventory system;
(b) signface designs with full dimensional details for all
signs required at the junction - each sign to be
allocated a unique identity number;
(c) a schedule of sign areas;
(d) signface material requirements;
(e) precise sign positions with locating diagrams;
(f) cost estimates with an indication of responsibility for
payment or source of funding and its availability;
(g) a priority listing allocation for implementation;
(h) a record of any unusual requirements e.g. overhead
mounting, part of a street construction scheme,
illumination etc.

6

New sign designs can be recorded directly into & sign
management database for future reference. Such a
database should be updated to include all signs which
existed prior to the preparation of the Urban Guidance
Signing Plan.

7

As soon as any phase of the Urban Guidance Signing
Plan is implemented a sign maintenance management
plan should be set up. Limited guidelines for such a
maintenance plan are given in Volume 1, Chapter 1
and more complete details are covered in Chapter 16 of
this Volume.

4.5.10 Choosing an Appropriate Level of
Urban Guidance Signing
1

If a town is in a position to opt for a signing level above the
minimum level indicated in Figures 4.45 and 4.46 a range
of options is available. The appropriate signing level is
not directly related to the class of numbered route
although it is desirable that the higher the class of route
the higher should be the level of guidance signing
used.

2

Criteria which should, in addition to cost, possibly
influence the decision as to which level of guidance to adopt
are:

(For a more in-depth treatment of the above process
refer to Volume 2, Chapter 9.)
2

When the final Urban Guidance Signing Plan is
completed and the implementation plan in terms of
available able finances has been prepared the time frame
for this will become evident. If it is not possible to
budget to achieve the ultimate level of the Plan within two
years it is recommended that a Short Term Plan to
implement the minimum level of signing as described in
Subsection 4.5.8 be programmed for the shortest
possible time-frame.
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(a) traffic volume;
(b) percentage of heavy vehicles (obscuration);
(c) operating speed of traffic;
(d) number of lanes (road width);
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identified criteria which may facilitate a relatively quick
assessment of a complete urban street network (see
also Volume 2, Chapter 9).

(e) horizontal and/or vertical alignment;
(f) junction geometry;
(g) lateral side space (beyond the kerb line or edge of
surfacing and up to property boundary);
(h) spacing longitudinally of street furniture (including
trees);
(i) underground services (which might affect sign support
location or cost of installation);
(j) message continuity;
(k) competition from advertising;
(I) position of the junction within the urban street
network;
(m) number
of
access/land use
density
(trip
generation);
(n) junction spacing.
3

The above criteria may be used in the course of an
engineering assessment of the levels of guidance signing
appropriate to specific urban street situations. Any such
engineering assessment should not be conducted in
isolation of the rest of the urban street network so that
uniform standards of guidance signing will prevail
throughout an area. Figure 4.48 provides an overview to
the decision process required to determine an appropriate
guidance signing level according to the
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4

Difficulties tend to develop with regard to signing in
"peri-urban" areas because they become areas in
transition from a rural status to an urban status. This
process takes time which will vary according to the rate of
change of land use development. The difficulties exist
specifically at a road safety level as a signing tends to
be of a rural nature whilst traffic characteristics are tending
towards urban. It is incumbent upon both rural and
urban authorities to co-operate to provide sufficient
guidance signing to facilitate road safety.

5

Problems experienced in peri-urban areas tend to
develop with an increase in the number of intersecting
side roads which in turn tends to measurably increase
the number of turning vehicles. These vehicles reduce
speed in order to turn, while approaching and following
traffic will commonly be travelling at speeds of 100 km/h
or higher. Driver judgement of the turn is often impaired by
an inability to accurately identify the precise position of the
junction. As simple a solution as providing adequately
visible street name signs may significantly improve driver
performance.
::
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Overview of Guidance Signing Level Decision Process
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4.6
4.6.1

4.6.1

LOCATION
General

1

The signs classified in this group have been identified as
having the common function that they indicate to road
users the name of the place or location that has been
reached by the road user. ln effect they say "this is
where you are" in the sense that the road user is
about to enter or pass the street or place indicated on
the sign.

2

It is important that the role which location signs can play in
the navigational process be recognised. Whilst direction
signs are of primary importance in guiding road users
towards their destinations, location signs supplement this
guidance by offering valuable reassurance on the
progress of a journey.

3

Since almost all ultimate destinations sought by road
users are street addresses, emphasis has been placed on
the provision of adequate STREET NAME signs.

4

Locational guidance, normally in the form of a street
name, or town or city name, may be incorporated into a
DIRECTION sign whilst retaining the location sign
colour code. This technique has the effect of placing all
guidance information required by a road user in one
position, either on the approach to, or within, a junction
or interchange. The retention of the "reversed" colour
code ensures that the locational guidance and
directional
guidance
components
are
clearly
discernible. Examples of such signs are given in Sections
4.8 and 4.9.

5

Signface Design Principles

LOCATION signs shall use DIN 1451 lettering, in upper
case letters only, in either Style “A” (compressed) Style
"B", or in "B MOD" lettering, as noted in each sign
subsection. This distinguishes the signs of this group
from directional guidance signs.

All signs in this group shall be provided with a dark
coloured border to enhance conspicuity when the signs
are placed against a light coloured background such as
a daytime sky. To improve the effectiveness of this thin
border it is recommended that it be inset slightly from
the edges of the sign. This technique in turn improves
conspicuity of signs seen against a dark background in
daylight (see Subsection 4.6.3).

4.6.3 Shape, Size and Colours
1

LOCATION signs represent the simplest type of guidance
signing in that they do not normally give a directional
message and are therefore generally small in size
compared to direction signs. The amount of information
displayed on each sign is minimal. Some, such as street
name signs, are very numerous so that the combination
of compact size and high conspicuity coupled with good
legibility are desirable properties. For this reason the
signs in this group have been allocated a rectangular
shape, white background, and black lettering and border.
This "reversed" colour code also serves to clearly
distinguish location signs from the normal light-on-dark
colour code of direction signs.

2

The black on white colour code is specified for all street
name signs in Class B streets, however, the colour
code of street name signs may be varied for Class C
and Class D streets. The use of dark coloured letters on
a light coloured background should, however, be
adhered to. The use of a yellow background is not
recommended, because yellow as a background
colour has been reserved for use on TEMPORARY
regulatory, warning and guidance signs, although
this colour has similar conspicuity to white. Acceptable
dark colours other than black are BLUE, GREEN and
BROWN.

3

The use of red for border and/or legend on STREET
NAME or other LOCATION signs is not recommended in
order to reserve the use of red for regulation, warning or
hazard marking.

When traffic volumes and/or operating speeds require
that an advance sequence of direction signs is provided it is
acceptable that in certain cases locational guidance be
displayed on each sign in the sequence and not just at the
junction or interchange e.g. the interchange number
and town or city name on an urban freeway exit guidance
sign sequence.

4.6.2
1

2

•
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STREET NAME
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

COLOURS:

GL1

PERMANENT
Border:
Black semi-matt
Legend:
Black semi-matt
DINA or DINB
Background: White semi-matt or
retroreflective

4.2.1
to
4.2.4

4.6.4 Street Name
1

STREET NAME signs GL1 shall be provided at all
junctions of named streets to guide road users to
destinations within specific streets. STREET NAME
signs represent the absolute minimum level of road
traffic signing required for all urban Class B, C and D
streets, including pedestrianised streets and culsde-sac. It is strongly recommended that this minimum
level of urban signing be extended to peri-urban
areas as soon as there is any significant change in
land use patterns resulting in even moderate increases
in traffic. Such STREET NAME signs should be sized
according to the operating speed on the peri-urban
road, particularly when this i s a Class B road. (The
detail given in this Subsection applies to "stand-alone"
or individual pole-mounted street name signs. In the
main, the principles are equally applicable to display of
street names in locational panels on DIRECTION signs
as described in paragraph 4.6.1.4 and detailed in
examples in Sections 4.8 and 4.9.)

2

Notwithstanding the general colour code and
dimensioning of signs GL1 signs, if the traffic
involvement, within a self-contained and localised
historic or other environmentally sensitive area, is
mainly pedestrian and/or low speed vehicular traffic (in
the range 15 km/h to 35 km/h) the street name signs
may take on a form which is considered harmonious
with the area and consistent with necessary legibility
requirements.

3

To achieve an acceptable target value for signs with
short street names it is recommended that the
minimum length of STREET NAME signs be 500
mm. In practice maximum lengths are dependent on
the type of sign manufacture specified. The vertical
dimension may be varied according to the method of
presentation. The various examples given in Figure
4.49 indicate ways in which the overall length of a
street name sign may be kept within practical limits.
Full dimensional details are given in Volume 4.

4

An indication of property numbers may be included in
a GL1 sign and if, for whatever reason, there are
indications that traffic has difficulty interpreting the
position of specific streets, a small directional
component may be used to clarify this message (see
Figure 4.49).

5

The importance of adopting a consistent and disciplined
policy towards street name signing shall be recognised

GUIDANCE

since adequate street name signing is fundamental to
the navigational process. It is a general policy in
metropolitan areas served by freeways that the principle
exit destination, indicated at access interchanges, is
the name of the CROSS STREET. Such cross streets
are commonly Class B routes and shall be identifiable
as such by travellers. For this reason larger lettering is
recommended for Class B street name signs. This
recommendation applies to the signs erected in a Class
B street for the Class B street AND the intersecting
streets, whether they be Class B, C or D. It is
recommended that street name signs be located in the
far left corner of Class B route junctions for BOTH
directions of travel. When placing GL1 signs throughout a new area or when replacing signs as part of an
area-wide maintenance or rehabilitation programme, the
location of signs should be built up around the preferred
placement on the Class B routes in, or abutting the
area. At junctions of Class C and D streets one GL1 sign
for each intersecting street will normally be adequate.
Figure 4.49 illustrates a typical situation.
6

The use of letter Style "A" (compressed) is
recommended for STREET NAME signs. The minimum
letter height recommended for the principal name for
Class B streets is 140 mm. The letter height may be
reduced to 105 mm for Class C and D streets. Various
adjuncts to the street name may be indicated in
reduced letter sizes as shown by sign types GL1.1 to
GL1.8. The minimum recommended letter heights for
adjuncts placed over or under the principal name are63
mm with 140 mm lettering and 42 mm with 105 mm
lettering.

7

The more common street adjuncts are listed with their
abbreviations in Table
4.7. It is generally
recommended that street adjuncts be abbreviated
except when used with very short names. Table 4.8 lists
a selection of numbers commonly used as street
names together with their abbreviations.

8

Street names may commonly originate from a language
used in the SADC region, other than English. The
language of origin should be retained and should not
be a n g l i c i s e d . In such instances it may be
advisable to use English adjuncts to improve the
overall chance of non-speakers of the local language
understanding such street names.
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4.6.3

NOTES:
1

Basic STREET NAME sign types are illustrated by
examples GL1.1 to GL1.5.

2

Examples GL1.6 and GL1.7 show ways in which sign
length may be reduced.GL1.6 uses reduced letter size for
a name prefix or title GL1.7 omits the adjunct.

Fig 4.49
MAY 2012

3

The remaining examples show the inclusion of property
numbers and/or a small "directional" arrow together
with recommended sign number variations (see
V o l u m e 4, Chapter 4).

Variations in Street Name Sign Layout
SADC - RTSM - VOL1
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Fig 4.50

Typical Treatment at Freeway Bridges

Fig 4.51

Typical Network of Street Name Signs
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4.6.5

TABLE 4.7

STREET NAME ADJUNCTS

TABLE 4.7

Full Length Adjunct

Abbreviation

Full Length Adjunct

Abbreviation

AVENUE
BOULEVARD
CRESCENT
DRIVE
EXPRESSWAY
GARDENS
HIGHWAY LANE

AVE
BLVD
CRES
DR
none
GDNS
none
LN

PARADE
PLACE
ROAD
SQUARE
STREET
TERRACE
WAY

PDE
PLACE
RD
SQ
ST
TCE
WAY

NOTES:
(1) Special names may also be used for streets which do
not lend themselves to adequate abbreviation, e.g.
KINGSWAY, BROADWAY etc.

TABLE 4.8

NUMBERED STREET NAMES AND ABBREVIATIONS

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH
9

TABLE 4.8

1ST
2ND
3RD

4TH

Street name signs may be attached to suitably located
existing street furniture or to poles specifically provided
for them. The latter should be located as near as
practical to the junction so that they will offer the
optimum chance of being seen by drivers and
pedestrians. On kerbed streets no sign or support pole
should be closer than 300 mm to the kerb face. If
mountable kerbing is used, or there is no kerbing, this
minimum set-back should be increased to 500 mm. It is
generally recommended that the minimum clearance to
the underside of a street name sign be 2100 mm and
the maximum clearance 3000 mm (see paragraph
4.6.4.10).

10 The following factors are considered relevant in the
development of an effective local street name signing
policy:
(a) supplementary street name indications may be
given on kerb faces at junctions but these should
NOT replace stand-alone street name signs;
(b) when new suburbs are developed there can be
advantages to adopting an alphabetic or numerical
order to the naming of streets intersecting the
principal routes, e.g.:
ALPHA
BRAVO
CHARLIE
DELTA
or

FIRST
SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH;
(c) in central business districts, and particularly when
one-way streets are commonplace, special
measures to make street name signs more visible
should be considered; this could involve the use of
larger letter sizes so that the signs are legible from at
least half a city block away, to facilitate correct lane
selection for the junction ahead, and/or the
placement of the signs in an advantageous
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position such as overhead, or on a building canopy, or
a traffic signal cantilevered support;
(d) the incorporation of advertising with street name
signs has become a widespread practice in towns
and cities; provided the authority concerned ensures
that the resultant street name signs conform to the
principles of this Subsection. and that control is
exercised over the details of advertising panels,
good and effective street name signs which are to the
benefit of the road user can be achieved; valuable
subsidies achieved from the advertising can offset
the cost of the street name signs (see Chapter 1,
Section 1.9 for details of recommended
constraints on the content and manufacture of
advertising panels used in conjunction with road traffic
signs);
(e) in an urban area when a freeway is crossed by a
street which does not have access to the freeway it
can be of valuable assistance to strangers to the area
to display the name of the cross street on the
overbridge above the freeway, or for a cross-street
underpass beside the freeway; the letter sizing for
such signs should be determined in accordance
with the provisions of Section 4.4 using Style "B"
lettering (see Figure 4.29);
(f) a discontinuity or change in street name,
particularly on Class B routes, represents a
significant problem in the provision of an effective
urban navigation system; road authorities should
ensure, if possible, that the names of Class B
streets are not changed with each new suburban
development which occurs along them; this
comment applies particularly to development
abutting a freeway in an urban or peri-urban area
when that development is extended beyond the
freeway.
11 Street name signs
construction work. It
relocated temporarily
such instances the
temporary colours.
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SUBURB NAME
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

COLOURS:

GL2

PERMANENT
Border:
Black semi-matt
Legend:
Black semi-matt
B MOD or DIN A
Background: White semi-matt or
retroreflective

4.2.5

4.6.5

Suburb Name

1

SUBURB NAME signs GL2 may be used to indicate
the approximate point of entry into a suburb
thereby offering guidance to road users regarding
their progress towards their destinations.

2

Suburb names are commonly used by those people
giving strangers directions as to how to reach a specific
address. It is important that drivers are able to identify
one suburb from another. The only legend which may
appear on a GL2 sign is a suburb name.

3

As a supplement to the policy on street name signing,
particularly with regard to Class B routes, it is
recommended that the minimum level of signing for
such streets include SUBURB NAME signs,GL2.GL2
signs may also be used to advantage on other
classes of street to assist strangers. They are not
recommended for use on freeways (see Subsection
4.8.1).

4

The use of Style "B MOD'' lettering is recommended
although Style "A" (compressed) may be used for
particularly long names. The minimum letter height
recommended for GL2 signs used on Class B streets
is 175 mm in an overall sign height of 400 mm. This
may be reduced to 140 mm in an overall sign height of
320 mm for GL2 signs used on lower classes of road.

5

It is recommended that the installation of GL2 signs be
planned on an area-wide basis. The l ongest name
required can be identified and a standard sign length
determined based on accommodating this name. The
use of a standard length w i l l enhance uniformity of the
signs and will facilitate the incorporation of an
advertising message in a standardised form below
sign GL2 (see 4.6.4.10(d) and Chapter 1, Section 1.9).

6

Signs GL2 should be located on the left side of the
roadway close to the suburb boundary, taking into
account the location of junctions, other road traffic signs
and street furniture. The lateral and vertical location of
GL2 signs should conform with the provisions of
Chapter 1 (see Figure 4.52).

7

Where it becomes necessary, particularly as a result of
the general use of sign GL2, to sign. suburbs which do
not abut or cross a Class B street as a local destination,
the signing to these suburbs should be achieved using
LOCAL DIRECTION signs GDL1 to GDL3 as
appropriate (see Section 4.11). The location of GD1 or
GD2 signs should take precedence over any GL2
signs required in close proximity.

8

The following factors should be considered when
developing a local policy for the use of GL2 signs:
(a) the signing of minor suburbs (under 100 dwelling
units potential development) and "extensions" of a
larger suburb is not warranted;
(b) a logical and systematic approach to the signing of
suburbs is likely to be a compromise between nondirectional suburb name signs and suburb
direction signs, with both types of sign being used;
(c) if access points to larger suburbs from arterial Class
B routes are limited the use of SUBURB NAME and
DIRECTION signs may be appropriate;
(d) Class B routes may separate suburbs so that they
lie wholly to one side or the other side of the route;
it may then be appropriate to place a GL2 sign with
the right hand side suburb name, on the right-hand
side of the roadway.

Fig 4.52

Typical Suburb Name Sign Treatment
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TOWN OR CITY NAME
COLOURS:

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

PERMANENT
Border:
Black semi-matt
Legend:
Black semi-matt
B MOD
Crest:
Full colour
Background: White semi-matt or
retroreflective

4.6.6
1

2

4.2.6
4.2.7

Town or City Name

TOWN or CITY NAME signs GL3.1 or GL3.2 may be
used to indicate to road users the approximate
point of entry into a town or city either from the
open road or from an adjoining town or city,
thereby offering guidance to road users
regarding
their
progress
towards
their
destinations.
Signs GL3.1 and GL3.2 may be used on any class of
road. When used in metropolitan areas the use of a
TOWN or CITY NAME sign should take precedence
over a SUBURB NAME sign, Gl2. The town or city
crest coat-of-arms or other appropriate device may be
incorporated into the sign above the place name as
shown in example GL3.2. When the place name is a
two-part name the name may be displayed in two lines to
reduce sign length. The size of lettering used should be
determined in accordance with the provisions of

Section 4.4 using Style "B MOD"
(Dimensional details are given in Volume 4.)

lettering.

3

Signs GL3.1 and GL3.2 should be located on the left
side of the roadway approximately where the town or city
boundary crosses the route. It is common practice on rural
routes to indicate a reduction in speed limit in such
positions using SPEED LIMIT sign, R201. In such cases
signs GL3.1 or GL3.2 should be located at sign R201 or
100m beyond sign R201.

4

Apart from providing general information, TOWN or
CITY NAME signs, even when located on access
controlled routes such as freeways, can also fulfil the
function of indicating to drivers which traffic authority
should be contacted in an emergency.

RIVER NAME
GL4

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border:
Black semi-matt
Legend:
Black semi-matt
B MOD
Crest:
Full colour
Background: White semi-matt or
retroreflective

4.6.7

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages
4.2.8

River Name

1

A RIVER NAME sign may be used to indicate the
location of rivers of interest to road users.

2

Sign GL4 should be located on the left side of the
roadway, on each approach to the river, in the most
suitable position as near as possible to the bridge. As a
general rule a RIVER NAME sign is not warranted if the

MAY 2012

structure carrying the road over the watercourse is not
classed as a bridge.
3

The sign size may be dictated by symbol GLS-1 for
short river names. Letter sizes should be determined in
accordance with the provisions of Section 4.4 using Style
"B MOD" lettering.
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NATIONAL or PROVINCIAL BORDER
For dimensions
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pages

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border:
Black semi-matt
Legend:
Black semi-matt
B MOD
Crest::
Full colour
Background: While semi-matt or
retroreflective

4.2.9
4.2.10

4.6.8

National or Provincial Border

1 A NATIONAL or PROVINCIAL BORDER sign, GL5.1
or GL5.2 respectively may be used to indicate the
location of national or provincial borders to
road users.
2

3

Signs GL5.1 and GL5.2 may incorporate the words
"WELCOME TO".

4

The signs should be located on the left side of the
roadway in the approximate position where the national or
provincial border crosses the route. Only the name of the
country or province about to be entered should be
displayed. The sign lettering size should be deter- mined
in accordance with the provisions of Section 4.4 using
Style "B MOD" lettering.

Signs GL5.1 and GL5.2 may be considered for Class A
or rural Class B routes. The national or provincial crest
or coat-of-arms may be incorporated as shown in Volume
4, Chapter 4.

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
For dimensions

COLOURS:

ref. Vol. 4
pages

PERMANENT
Border:
Black semi-matt
Legend:
Black semi-matt
B MOD
Background: White semi-matt or
retroreflective

4.2.11
4.2.12

4.6.9

Geographical Location

1 A GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION sign GL6 may be
used to indicate to road users a location along the
roadway of particular geographical interest. Such
locations may include tunnels, major dams, toll plazas,
mountain passes and other unique features.
2

Additional information such as the altitude of a mountain
pass may be incorporated into the signs as shown by
example GL6.2. The sign message may be arranged
in more than one line to reduce sign length.

3

GL6 signs should normally be located on the left side of
the roadway. However, it may occasionally be
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appropriate to use a double-sided sign. The sign
lettering size should be determined in accordance
with the provisions of Section 4.4 using Style "B
MOD" lettering.
4

GL6.3 and GL6.4 are special versions of the
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION sign
utilizing
an
exclusive symbol to re-present a CONSERVANCY AREA
and a HIGH DENSITY TOURISM AREA. In the latter case
an appropriate tourism symbol may be displayed.
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ROUTE NAME
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border:
Black semi-matt
Legend:
Black semi-matt
B MOD
Symbol:
Black or black on yellow
retroreflective
Background: White semi-matt or
retroreflective

4.2.13

4.6.10 Route Name
1

2

When a major route of national or provincial
importance has been given a name in addition to a
route number, ROUTE NAME signs GL7.1, GL7.2 or
GL7.3 may be used to indicate to road users that
the route in question has been named for ease of
reference and/or to honour the achievement of
an important person.

3

Signs GL7.1, GL7.2 and GL7.3 should be located on
the left side of the roadway in the approximate position
where the named route commences.

4

Since signs GL7.1, GL7.2 and GL7.3 will normally be
installed on high speed roads the use of Style "B MOD"
lettering is recommended with a minimum letter height of
140 mm. No message other than the route name, and
where appropriate the TOLL ROUTE symbol or END
OF TOLL ROUTE symbol and/or the relevant
FREEWAY ROUTE symbolGLS-4 (Class A1) or GLS-5
(Class A2) shall be included on the sign.

When the route in question is a toll route the signs shall
incorporate the TOLL ROUTE symbol, GLS-2, as
indicated by example GL7.2. Sign GL7.3 shall be used to
indicate the end of the named toll route and shall
incorporate END OF TOLL ROUTE symbol GLS-3.

INTERCHANGE NAME
COLOURS :

GL8

PERMANENT
Border:
Black semi-matt
Legend:
Black semi-matt
BMOD
Symbol:
Black semi-matt
Background: White semi-matt or
retroreflective

4.5.11

4.2.14

Interchange Name

1

When an important interchange has been given a name an
INTERCHANGE NAME sign GL8 may be used to
indicate to road users that the interchange has
been named for ease of reference and/or to honour
the achievement of an important person.

2

Sign GL8 may be located in any safe and convenient
position on the approach to the interchange.
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3

The sign should only contain the interchange name in
Style "B MOD" lettering and INTERCHANGE NAME
symbol GLS-6. A minimum letter height of 140 mm is
recommended.
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ROUTE MARKER
4.7
4.7.1
1

2

4.7.1

ROUTE MARKER
General

Route marker signs may be used to indicate to drivers,
by "trailblazing", the way in which traffic should travel in
order to reach a specific numbered route or transport
terminal of regional importance. Route marker signs
may also be used to indicate to drivers the number
allocated to a specific route by means of signs placed
along the route. This includes the use of route marker
direction signs, when the route in question changes
direction, or at junctions where drivers enter a
numbered route. In comparison to destination direction
signs route marker signs are compact in size. A
function of ROUTE MARKER signs is therefore to
replace or supplement destination DIRECTION signs in
order to generally reduce sign areas and the number
of destination direction signs which might otherwise be
required. Their use requires driver knowledge of route
numbers in a specific region. This knowledge can only
be acquired through active publicity and the availability
of accurate up to date route maps. Route marker signs
are particularly relevant in metropolitan areas where road
networks are complex and space for direction signs is
often limited. For further details on the navigational
principles used in developing the direction signing
system see Chapter 8. For examples of the application
of route marker signs, on their own, and with direction
signs refer to Volume 2, Chapter 9: Urban Guidance
Signing.

5

Trailblazer signs may commonly commence on Class C or
even Class D routes. Once used, they should continue
to be used through to the Class B route which leads to
the route being trailblazed. Trailblazer signs should only
be used to "trailblaze" a route of equal or higher status
in t he road hierarchy to the one on which the sign is
displayed. I f destinations served by the route being
trailblazed start to appear on ADVANCE DIRECTION
signs GD1, and/or DIRECTION signs GD2, on a Class
B route, trailblazer signs are no longer necessary.

6

TRANSPORT TRAILBLAZER signs, indicating a
preferred route to a regional transport terminal, shall
only be used on Class B or lower routes when these
lead to a terminal, i.e. downwards in the road hierarchy.

7

All route marker signs except the CONFIRMATION
ROUTE MARKER signs incorporate an arrow. Their
function is thus either that of guidance by direction or
guidance by confirmation. They represent the simplest and
most compact guidance signs-available to road
authorities and designers.

8

ROUTE MARKER signs are most commonly used on
numbered Class B and Class A routes, although their
use on Class A routes is likely to be limited to that of
giving confirmation or reassurance. Trailblazer signs
shall not be used on Class A routes. The use of all
types of ROUTE MARKER signs is recommended in
addition to STREET NAME GL1 and SUBURB NAME
GL2 signs on all urban and metropolitan Class B
numbered routes. Collectively these three sign
types represent the recommended MINIMUM
signing requirement for metropolitan Class B
routes. This does not preclude the use of destination
DIRECTION signs to enhance this recommended
minimum level of signing (see Section 4.5 and Volume
2, Chapter 9).

9

TRAILBLAZER and ROUTE MARKER signs may be
used to indicate METROPOLITAN,
REGIONAL,
PROVINCIAL or TERRITORIAL, or NATIONAL
routes. The signs may incorporate a route identification
letter or transport terminal symbol as follows:

The route marker group of guidance signs is subdivided as
follows:
(a) TRAILBLAZER signs comprising advance direction
and direction signs;
(b) TRANSPORT TRAILBLAZER signs comprising
advance direction and direction signs;
(c) ROUTE MARKER signs comprising confirmation,
direction and advance direction signs.

3

4

TRAILBLAZER signs impart the message "TO ROUTE....
(identified by number)". These signs are therefore giving
an "indirect" indication towards the route displayed, in
that, when following the direction given by the sign, a
driver does not tum directly onto the route displayed. The
number of the route displayed shall therefore be
placed
within
brackets
to
indicate
the
"indirect" nature of the guidance message. If the route
being trailblazed is a toll route, or an alternative route to
a toll route, the TOLL ROUTE symbol GDS-9 or the
ALTERNATIVE ROUTE symbol GDS-10 shall be
displayed after the route number and within the brackets.
TRAILBLAZER signs should ideally be located in relation
to exit points from destinations of regional significance
where a change of transport mode may occur, or where
traffic has collected which may have been generated
from outside the region. Such destination types are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

transport terminals;
graded accommodation;
sports stadiums;
regional hospitals;
regional educational establishments;
conference centres;
approved information centres.
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-M
metropolitan routes
-C
regional routes;
-B
provincial routes;
-A
national routes
- GDS-1,
transport terminal symbols
GDS-2, GDS-3, GDS-11 or GDS-13.
10 TRAILBLAZER and ROUTE MARKER signs shall
not include any destination names.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

11 TRAILBLAZER information may also be incorporated into
various types of direction sign (see Sections 4.8 and
4.9, and Chapter 8).

4.7.2
1

Orientation

Since ROUTE MARKER signs do not include destination
names they require a component which will offer
orientation to drivers. Orientation is achieved by the
inclusion of a stylised letter, normally located below the
route number, representing one of the CARDINAL
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GUIDANCE

DIRECTIONS of the compass.
2

3

Although paragraph 4.7.1.9 indicates a designatory
letter appropriate to each class of numbered route,
several countries in the region use different letter sets
(see Section 4.15). In some countries the letter "N" is
used to designate the highest order or "National" routes.
Since this can lead to confusion if the same letter "N" is
used to indicate the cardinal direction "North" a set of
four unique styled letters has been adopted for the
indication of abbreviated cardinal directions.
The cardinal directions shall be indicated in an
abbreviated form as follows:

(a) metropolitan - a vertical rectangle. (However, a
metropolitan area may incorporate a unique
background shape of a generally vertical format see Figure 4.53.);
(b) regional - a horizontal rectangle;
(c) provincial or territorial - a diamond;
(d) national - a pentagon.
4

Signs shall be as compact as possible. Details of fixed
urban and rural dimensions are given in Volume 4.

5

Route marker signs conform to the guidance sign colour
code in that Class A1 freeway signs have a blue
background and all others a green background
EXCEPT that TRAILBLAZER signs directing traffic
upwards in the road hierarchy towards a Class A1
freeway shall utilise a blue background even though they
may be located on any class of non-freeway road.
TRAILBLAZER signs directing traffic towards a Class A2
freeway and any Class B route shall use a green
background.
On all route marker signs, route number, brackets and
cardinal direction (when included – see Subsection 4.7.2)
shall be displayed in yellow. TRAILBLAZER signs
indicating freeways shall incorporate Freeway (Class A1)
symbol GDS-4, or Freeway (Class A2) symbol GDS-5.
The freeway symbol, arrow and border shall be white.

(a) north

(b) south
6
(c) east

(d) west
7
4

Although a route may deviate from a true "north-south" or
"east-west" direction due to topographical features, or
urban street networks, the cardinal direction indicated to
represent the general direction of the route shall be
retained through any such deviations of route.

4.7.3

Shape, Size and Colours

1

TRAILBLAZER signs shall be rectangular in shape with a
vertical format.

2

ROUTE MARKER signs shall also have a rectangular
format. Advance direction and direction route marker
signs shall have a horizontal format and confirmation
route marker signs a vertical format.

3

All ROUTE MARKER signs incorporate a symbolic
background shape related to the class of route. These
shapes are:

GUIDANCE

On all route marker signs, route number, brackets and
TRAILBLAZER and ROUTE MARKER signs may be
used in TEMPORARY forms. Temporary route marker
signs should conform to the general temporary sign
colour code of a yellow background with a black border,
symbols and legend.

4.7.4

Retroreflectivity

1 It is recommended that all route marker signs be fully
retroreflective because of their compact size, excluding
the black portions of TEMPORARY signs which should
be semi-matt.
2

The retroreflective materials used shall conform to the
requirements of Chapter 1.
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